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A top-k query combines different rankings of the same set of objects and returns the k objects
with the highest combined score according to an aggregate function. We bring to light some key
observations, which impose two phases that any top-k algorithm, based on sorted accesses, should
go through. Based on them, we propose a new algorithm, which is designed to minimize the
number of object accesses, the computational cost, and the memory requirements of top-k search
with monotone aggregate functions. We provide an analysis for its cost and show that it is always
no worse than the baseline “no random accesses” algorithm in terms of computations, accesses,
and memory required. As a side contribution, we perform a space analysis, which indicates the
memory requirements of top-k algorithms that only perform sorted accesses. For the case, where
the required space exceeds the available memory, we propose disk-based variants of our algorithm.
We propose and optimize a multiway top-k join operator, with certain advantages over evaluation
trees of binary top-k join operators. Finally, we define and study the computation of top-k cubes
and the implementation of roll-up and drill-down operations in such cubes. Extensive experiments
with synthetic and real data show that, compared to previous techniques, our method accesses
fewer objects, while being orders of magnitude faster.
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INTRODUCTION

Several applications combine ordered scores of the same set of objects from different
(potentially distributed) sources and return the objects in decreasing order of their
combined scores, according to an aggregate function. Assume for example that
we wish to retrieve the restaurants in a city in decreasing order of their aggregate
scores with respect to how cheap they are, their quality, and their closeness to
our hotel. If three separate services can incrementally provide ranked lists of the
restaurants based on their scores in each of the query components, the problem is to
identify the k restaurants with the best combined (e.g., average) score. Additional
applications include the retrieval of images according to their aggregate similarity
to an example image with respect to various features, like color, texture, shape, etc.
[Ortega et al. 1997] and the e-commerce services sorting their products according
to user preferences to facilitate purchase decision [Agrawal and Wimmers 2000].
This problem, known as the top-k query, has received considerable attention from
the database and information retrieval communities [Ortega et al. 1997; Chang et al.
2000; Fagin et al. 2001; Fagin 2002; Kießling 2002; Ilyas et al. 2004]. Fagin’s early
algorithm [Fagin 1999], later optimized in [Nepal and Ramakrishna 1999; Güntzer
et al. 2000; Fagin et al. 2001], assumes that the score of an object x can be accessed
from each source Si both sequentially (i.e., after all objects with higher ranking than
x have been seen there), or randomly by explicitly querying Si about x. On the other
hand, in this paper, we focus on top-k queries in the case where the atomic scores
in each source can be accessed only in sorted order; i.e., it is not possible to know
the score of an object in source Si , before all objects better than x in Si have been
seen there. This case has received increasing interest [Güntzer et al. 2001; Natsev
et al. 2001; Ilyas et al. 2002; 2003] for several reasons. First, in many applications,
random accesses to scores are impossible [Fagin et al. 2001]. For instance, a typical
web search engine does not explicitly return the similarity between a query and a
particular document in its database (it only ranks similar to the query documents).
Second, even when random accesses are allowed, they are usually considerably more
expensive that sorted accesses. Third, we may want to merge (possibly unbounded)
streams of ranked inputs [Ilyas et al. 2003], produced incrementally and/or ondemand from remote services or underlying database operators, where individual
scores of random objects are not available at anytime.
[Fagin et al. 2001] proposed a top-k algorithm that performs “no random accesses” (NRA) and proved that it is asymptotically no worse (in terms of accesses)
than any top-k method based on sorted accesses only. Nevertheless, as shown in
[Güntzer et al. 2001; Natsev et al. 2001; Ilyas et al. 2002; 2003], in practice NRA
algorithms can have significant performance differences in terms of (i) accesses, (ii)
computational cost, and (iii) memory requirements. The number of accesses is a
significant cost factor, especially for middleware applications which charge by the
amount of information transferred from the various (distributed) sources. The computational cost is critical for real-time applications, whereas memory is an issue for
NRA algorithms, which, as opposed to random-access based methods (e.g., [Nepal
and Ramakrishna 1999]), have large buffer requirements [Natsev et al. 2001; Ilyas
et al. 2002].
The first contribution of this paper is the identification of some key observations,
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which have been overlooked by past research and apply on the whole family of “no
random accesses” (NRA) algorithms that perform top-k search with monotone aggregate functions. These observations impose two phases that any NRA algorithm
should go through; a growing phase, during which the set of top-k candidates grows
and no pruning can be performed and a shrinking phase, during which the set of
candidates shrinks until the top-k result is finalized.
Our second contribution is a careful implementation of a top-k algorithm, which
is based on these observations and employs appropriate data structures to minimize
the accesses, computational cost, and memory requirements of top-k search. The
proposed Lattice-based Rank Aggregation (LARA) algorithm, during the shrinking
phase, employs a lattice to minimize its computational cost. LARA can be implemented as a standalone rank aggregation tool or as a multiway merge join operator
for dynamically produced ranked inputs. We analyze the time and space complexity
of our method and demonstrate its superiority to previous baseline implementations
of NRA top-k retrieval; its per-access computational cost is only O(log k + 2m ),
where m is the number of inputs that are merged. For the case, where the space
requirements of our method exceed the available memory, we propose extensions
that perform disk-based management of the candidate top-k objects.
As a third contribution, we discuss how our algorithm can be seamlessly adapted
for top-k search variants. We present an extension of our algorithm that can be
used as a top-k join operator [Natsev et al. 2001; Ilyas et al. 2003], suitable for
queries that request the results of a (multiway) join to be output in order of some
aggregate score. The technique we propose “pushes” the ordering predicate in the
ripple-join-like evaluation component. We propose an optimization of our top-k
join algorithm for sparse join graphs, where the maintenance of partially joined
tuples that correspond to Cartesian products is avoided. In addition, we propose
an interesting variant of top-k search in an OLAP context; given a set of m ranked
inputs and an aggregate function γ, retrieve for each of the 2m − 1 combinations
of inputs the top-k objects by applying γ only to them. We show how LARA can
be adapted to compute top-k cubes efficiently. Finally, we define browsing (roll-up
and drill-down) operations among top-k results of different cuboids. Extensions
of LARA that perform browsing incrementally (i.e., by continuing search from the
state where the result of the previous query was finalized) are proposed.
We conduct an extensive experimental evaluation with synthetic and real data
and show that, compared to previous techniques, our method accesses (sometimes
significantly) fewer objects, while being orders of magnitude faster. The experiments also demonstrate the efficiency and practicality of LARA extensions on
top-k variants, as well as the accuracy of our theoretical analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review related work
on top-k query processing. Section 3 motivates this research and identifies some
key properties on the behavior of NRA algorithms. Section 4 describes LARA, our
optimized NRA algorithm, which is built on these properties. A time/space complexity analysis for LARA and NRA algorithms in general is presented in Section
5 together with several optimizations that improve the efficiency of our algorithm
in practice. In Section 6, we discuss variants of top-k queries and how LARA can
be adapted for each of them. LARA is experimentally compared with previous
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algorithms of NRA top-k search in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the
paper.
2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This section formally defines top-k queries and provides a literature review for the
basic problem and its variants, discusses other related problems and sets the focus
of this paper.
2.1

Problem definition

Let D be a collection of n objects (e.g., images) and S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm be a set of
m ranked inputs (e.g., search engine results) of the objects, based on their atomic
scores (e.g., similarity to a query) on different features (e.g., color, texture, etc.). An
aggregate function γ (e.g., weighted sum) maps the m atomic scores x1 , x2 , . . . , xm
of an object x in S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm to an aggregate score γx . Function γ is monotone
if (xi ≤ yi , ∀i) ⇒ γx ≤ γy . Given γ, a top-k query on S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm (also called
rank aggregation) retrieves R, a k-subset of D (k < n), such that ∀x ∈ R, y ∈
D − R : γx ≥ γy . Consider the example of Figure 1 showing three ranked inputs for
objects {a, b, c, d, e} and assume that the score of an object in each source ranges
from 0 to 1. A top-1 query with sum as aggregate function γ returns b with score
γb = γ(0.6, 0.8, 0.8) = 2.2.
2.2

Fagin’s algorithms

[Fagin et al. 2001] present a comprehensive analytical study of various methods for
top-k aggregation of ranked inputs by monotone aggregate functions. They identify
two types of accesses to the ranked lists; sorted accesses and random accesses. The
first operation, iteratively reads objects and their scores sequentially, whereas a
random access is a request for an object’s score in some Si given the object’s ID. In
some applications, both sorted and random accesses are possible, whereas in others,
some of the sources may allow only sorted or random accesses.
For the case where sorted and random accesses are possible, a threshold algorithm
(TA) (independently proposed in [Fagin et al. 2001; Nepal and Ramakrishna 1999;
Güntzer et al. 2000]) retrieves objects from the ranked inputs in a round-robin fashion1 and directly computes their aggregate scores by performing random accesses
to the sources where the object has not been seen. A priority queue is used to
organize the best k objects seen so far. Let li be the last score seen in source Si ;
T = γ(l1 , . . . , lm ) defines a threshold (i.e., a lower bound) for the aggregate score
of objects never seen in any Si yet. If the k-th highest aggregate score found so
far is at least equal to T , then the algorithm is guaranteed to have found the top-k
objects and terminates.
Consider again the example of Figure 1 and assume that the aggregate function is
γ = sum and k = 1. In the first round, TA retrieves objects c (from S1 and S3 ) and
a (from S2 ). Since c has not been seen before and its aggregate score is incomplete,
a random access in performed to S2 to access c’s score there and derive γc = 2.0.
1 In

fact, the access of the ranked inputs needs not be round-robin by essence; we discuss this
access pattern for the ease of discussion. All presented algorithms can operate independently of
the order by which information is accessed.
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c 0.9
d 0.8
b 0.6
e 0.3
a 0.1

a 0.9
b 0.8
e 0.6
d 0.4
c 0.2

c 0.9
a 0.9
b 0.8
d 0.6
e 0.5

Fig. 1.
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Three ranked inputs

Similarly, two random accesses are performed to compute γa = 1.9. After the first
round, c is the best object found so far, but γc is lower than T = γ(0.9, 0.9, 0.9) =
2.7. Thus, it is likely that a better solution can be found and the algorithm proceeds
to the next round. There, objects d,b, and a are accessed, the aggregate scores of d
and b are computed by random accesses (a has been seen before, so it is ignored),
and b is found to be the top object (with γb = 2.2). A better object can still be
found (T = 2.5), so the algorithm proceeds to the next round, retrieving the new
object e (but still b remains the best object seen so far). A fourth round is not
required since now T = 2.0 ≤ γb . Thus, TA terminates returning b, after 9 sorted
and 9 random accesses.
For the case where random accesses are either impossible or much more expensive
compared to sorted ones, [Fagin et al. 2001] proposes an algorithm, referred to as
“no-random accesses” (NRA). NRA computes the top-k result, performing sorted
accesses only. It iteratively retrieves objects x from the ranked inputs and maintains
these objects and upper γxub and lower γxlb bounds of their aggregate scores, based
on their atomic scores seen so far and the upper and lower bounds of scores in each
Si where they have not been seen. Bound γxub is computed by assuming that for
every Si , where x has not been seen yet, x’s score in Si is the highest possible (i.e.,
the score li of the last object seen in Si ). Bound γxlb is computed by assuming that
for every Si , where x has not been seen yet, x’s score in Si is the lowest possible
(i.e., 0 if scores range from 0 to 1). Let Wk be the set of the k objects with the
largest γ lb . If the smallest lower bound in Wk is at least the largest γxub of any
object x not in Wk , then Wk is reported as the top-k result and the algorithm
terminates. NRA is described by the pseudocode of Figure 2.
Algorithm NRA(ranked inputs S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm )
1. perform a sorted access on each Si ;
2. for each newly accessed object x update γxlb ;
3. if less than k objects have been seen so far then goto Line 1;
4. for each object x seen so far compute γxub ;
5. Wk := the k objects with the highest γ lb ;
6. t := min{γxlb : x ∈ Wk };
7. u := max{γxub : x ∈
/ Wk };
8. if t < u then goto Line 1;
9. report Wk as the top-k result;
Fig. 2.

The NRA algorithm

Let us see how NRA processes the top-1 query for the ranked inputs of Figure 1
and γ = sum, assuming that the atomic scores in each source range from 0 to 1. In
the first loop, NRA accesses c (from S1 and S3 ) and a (from S2 ). W1 = {c}, where
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. X, No. X, XX 20XX.
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γclb = 1.8. In addition, the object with the highest γ ub is a, with γaub = 2.7. Since
γclb < γaub , NRA loops to access a new round of objects (Line 8). After a second
and a third round of accesses, W1 = {b}, with γblb = 2.2 (which happens to be the
exact score γb of b, since we saw it in all sources). NRA still does not terminate,
because γcub = 2.4 > γblb (i.e., c may eventually become the best object). After the
fourth round, Wk = {b} and the highest upper bound is γcub = 2.2. Since γcub ≤ γb
the algorithm terminates, reporting b as the top-1 object.
2.3

Variants of NRA

A simple variation of the basic NRA algorithm is Stream-Combine (SC) [Güntzer
et al. 2001]. SC reports only objects which have been seen in all sources, thus their
scores should be exact and above the best-case score of all objects not in Wk . In
addition, an object is reported as soon as it is guaranteed to be in the top-k set.
In other words, the algorithm does not wait until the whole top-k result has been
computed in order to output it, but provides the top-k objects with their scores
on-line. A difference of SC with NRA is that it does not maintain Wk , but only
the top-k objects with the highest γ ub . If one of these objects has its exact score
computed, it is immediately output.
[Ilyas et al. 2002] implemented NRA as a “partially” non-blocking operator, which
outputs an object as soon as it is guaranteed to be in the top-k (like SC), however,
without necessarily having computed its exact aggregate score (like NRA). The idea
is to maintain the threshold of TA (i.e., the aggregate of the last seen atomic scores
at all sources) and report objects as soon as their worst-case score is larger than
the threshold and the best-case scores of all partially seen objects.
2.4

Top-k joins

The top-k query we have seen so far is a special case of top-k join queries [Natsev
et al. 2001; Ilyas et al. 2003; Ilyas et al. 2004], where the results of joins are to be
output in order of an aggregate score on their various components. Consider, for
example, the following top-k query expressed in SQL:
SELECT R.id, S.id, T.id
FROM R, S, T
WHERE R.a = S.a
AND S.b = T.b
ORDER BY R.score + S.score + T.score
STOP AFTER k;

The top-k query we have examined is a special case, where id = a = b, tuple
ids are unique, all R, S, T have the same collection of tuple ids, and tuples from
each relation are ranked based on their scores. [Natsev et al. 2001; Ilyas et al. 2003]
propose algorithms for solving generic top-k joins. The J* algorithm [Natsev et al.
2001], for each input stream, defines a variable whose domain is the values from
that stream. The goal is to find a valid assignment (based on the join conditions)
for all variables of maximal aggregate score. Each partial join result (i.e., valid
assignment for a subset of variables) is called a state and has an upper bound for
the aggregate scores of the complete join results that include it. The algorithm
maintains a heap for all partial and complete states (i.e., complete join results). At
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. X, No. X, XX 20XX.
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each step, the state at the top of the heap is popped, missing values are sought for it
(if partial) by accessing the corresponding streams and the results are pushed back
on the heap. The algorithm terminates if the top state in the heap is a complete
one. J* can produce ranked join results incrementally.
[Ilyas et al. 2003] proposed another version of NRA that outputs exact scores
on-line (like SC) and can be applied for any join predicate (like J*). This algorithm uses a threshold which is inexpensive to compute, appropriate for generic
rank join predicates. However, it is much looser compared to T and incurs more
object accesses than necessary in top-k queries. Let hi and li be the highest
and lowest scores seen so far in Si . The threshold used by [Ilyas et al. 2003] is
maxm
i=1 γ(h1 , . . . , hi−1 , li , hi+1 , . . . , hm ). They also focus on the implementation of
a binary top-k join operator, whose instances can be combined in evaluation trees
for multiway top-k queries. This operator, called hash-based rank-join (HRJN), is
based on iterator functions that read the tuples of each of the two ranked inputs
and probe them against the tuples of the other input that have already been seen.
Join results are organized in a priority queue. Join results in the queue having
aggregate score larger than the threshold T = max{γ(hlef t , lright ), γ(llef t , hright )}
are guaranteed to have higher aggregate score than any join result not produced
yet, so they are incrementally output. Here, hlef t , llef t (hright , lright ) denote the
highest and lowest atomic score values seen in the left (right) input. In this paper,
we propose an efficient non-binary operator for top-k queries which can also be
adapted for generic rank joins, as we show in Section 6.1.
2.5

Other related work

The methods we discussed so far in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 focus on top-k query processing for middleware, where the input sources are distributed. [Marian et al. 2004]
study top-k queries for web data where the scores of the objects can be accessed
sequentially from only one source, whereas the other sources allow (possibly expensive) random score evaluations. Adapted versions of TA were proposed for this case.
[Chang and Hwang 2002] study top-k query evaluation for the case where random
accesses are only possible for some query components, due to the involvement of
expensive predicates.
Top-k queries have also been studied for centralized, relational databases. [Bruno
et al. 2002] process top-k queries, after converting them to multidimensional range
queries. They utilize multidimensional histograms to accelerate search. Other
work on expressing and evaluating top-k and other preference queries in relational databases includes [Carey and Kossmann 1997; Agrawal and Wimmers 2000;
Kießling 2002].
Materialization and maintenance of top-k query results has been studied in [Hristidis and Papakonstantinou 2004] and [Yi et al. 2003]. A recent work on the maintenance of top-k query results for streaming data constrained by sliding windows is
[Mouratidis et al. 2006]. Index-based approaches for computing top-k query results
for centralized data are presented in [Tsaparas et al. 2003; Tao et al. 2007]. Finally, probabilistic extensions of top-k algorithms for approximate retrieval (based
on underlying indexes) have been proposed in [Theobald et al. 2004].
There are several other problems which are highly related to top-k queries. In particular, the popular nearest neighbor problem (a.k.a. similarity search) in intervalACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. X, No. X, XX 20XX.
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scaled high dimensional data can be seen as a special case of top-k search, where the
atomic scores of objects map to absolute attribute value differences to a reference
object and there is a preference function (usually an Lp measure) that combines
them. Thus, certain types of top-k queries can be evaluated by techniques for similarity search in multidimensional data [Roussopoulos et al. 1995; Beyer et al. 1999;
de Vries et al. 2002]. [Balke and Güntzer 2004] extends the concept of top-k queries
to more generic multi-objective queries that also include the popular skyline query
[Börzsönyi et al. 2001].
The focus of this paper is on the implementation of efficient top-k aggregation
of ranked inputs, without relying on indexes or precomputed materialized views.
There are several reasons why index-based approaches or materialized views may be
inapplicable or infeasible in practice. First, the combination of possible aggregation
attributes and merging functions can be very large and it might be impractical to
create and maintain indexes or views for all these combinations. If the number of
attributes that might be considered for aggregation is m, there are 2m − 1 − m
combinations of two or more attributes to be considered for indexing or top-k view
materialization. This number has to be multiplied with the number of functions
that could be considered for aggregation (e.g., weighted sum, min, hybrid functions,
etc.). Besides, the space occupied by these views and indexes might be too large.
In addition, such approaches may not applicable for the case where the ranked lists
are produced from distributed (e.g., web) sources, due to unavailability of on-line
data or privacy constraints.
Like most of the past research on top-k aggregation of sorted lists [Güntzer et al.
2001; Natsev et al. 2001; Ilyas et al. 2002; 2003], we focus on the case where only
sequential accesses are allowed (i.e., NRA top-k search). Random accesses may be
impossible or very expensive if the lists are generated by distributed servers (e.g.,
web services). Even in centralized databases, the difference between random and
sequential I/Os increases over the years, due to the mechanical operations involved
in random disk seeks. Finally, we may want to merge (possibly unbounded) streams
of ranked inputs [Ilyas et al. 2003], produced incrementally and/or on-demand from
remote services or underlying database operators, where individual scores of random
objects are not available at anytime. Since NRA [Fagin et al. 2001] has already been
shown optimal in terms of number of accesses (although there can be significant
practical differences between implementations of the algorithm [Ilyas et al. 2002]),
our goal is to optimize the computational performance of this method, subject to
keeping the access cost minimal. In the next section, we present some observations
that can help toward achieving this goal.
3.

THE TWO PHASES OF NRA METHODS

In this section, we motivate our research and bring to light some key observations
on the behavior of “no random accesses” (NRA) top-k algorithms. Provided that
k is a priori known, these observations impose two phases that any NRA algorithm
essentially goes through; a growing and a shrinking phase.
3.1

Motivation

NRA (see Figure 2) repeatedly accesses objects from the sorted inputs, updates
the worst-case and best-case scores of all objects seen so far, and checks whether
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. X, No. X, XX 20XX.
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the termination condition holds. Note that, from these operations, updating γxlb
and Wk can be performed fast. First, only a few objects x are seen at each loop
and γxlb should be updated only for them. Second, the k highest such scores can
be maintained in Wk efficiently with the help of a priority queue. On the other
hand, updating γxub for each object x is the most time-consuming task of NRA. Let
li be the last score seen so far in Si . When a new object is accessed from Si , li
is likely to change. This change affects the upper bounds γxub for all objects that
have been seen in some other stream, but not Si . Thus, a significant percentage of
the accessed objects must update their γxub ; it is crucial to perform these updates
efficiently and only when necessary.
Another important issue is the minimization of the required memory, i.e., the
maximum number of candidate top-k objects. NRA (see Figure 2) allocates memory
for every newly seen object, until the termination condition t ≥ u is met. However,
during top-k processing, we should avoid maintaining information about objects
that we know that may never be included in the result. Finally, we should avoid
redundant accesses to any input Si that does not contribute to the scores of objects
that may end up in the top-k result.
3.2

Behavior of NRA algorithms

We now provide a set of lemmas that impose some useful rules toward defining a
top-k algorithm of minimal computational cost, memory requirements, and object
accesses. Let t be the k-th highest score in Wk and T = γ(l1 , . . . , lm ). We can show
the following:
Lemma 1. If t < T , every object which has not been seen so far at any input
can end up in the top-k result.
Proof. Let y be the k-th object in Wk and x be an object, which has not been
seen so far in any Si . The score of y in all inputs where y has not been seen, could
be the lowest possible, that is γy = γylb = t. In addition, the atomic scores of x
could be the highest possible, i.e., xi = li in all inputs Si , resulting in γx = T .
t < T implies that we can have γy < γx , thus x can take the place of y in the top-k
result.
Lemma 2. If t < T , any of the objects seen so far can end up in the top-k result.
Proof. Let y be the k-th object in Wk and x be an object which has been seen
in at least one input. If x ∈ Wk the lemma trivially holds. Let x ∈
/ Wk . From the
monotonicity property of γ, we can derive that T ≤ γxub , since in the sources Si ,
where x has been seen, x’s score is at least li and in all other inputs Sj , x’s score
can be lj in the best case. From γylb = t < T and T ≤ γxub , we get γylb < γxub , which
implies that x can replace y in the top-k result.
Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that while t < T the set of candidate objects can only
grow and there is nothing that we can do about it. Thus, while t < T , we should
only update Wk and T while accessing objects from the sources and need not apply
expensive updates and comparisons on γxub upper bounds.
As soon as t ≥ T holds, NRA should start maintaining upper bounds and compare
the highest γxub (∀x ∈
/ Wk ) with t, in order to verify the termination condition of
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. X, No. X, XX 20XX.
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Line 8 in Figure 2. An important observation is that if t ≥ T , all objects that have
never been seen in any Si cannot end up in the top-k result:
Lemma 3. If t ≥ T , no object which has not been seen in any input can end up
in the top-k result.
Proof. Let y be the k-th object in Wk and x be an object, which has not been
seen so far in any Si . Then γx ≤ T , because xi ≤ li , ∀i and due to the monotonicity
of γ. Thus γx ≤ T ≤ t ≤ γylb ≤ γy , i.e., the aggregate score of x cannot exceed the
aggregate score of y.
The implication of Lemma 3 is that once condition t ≥ T is satisfied, the memory
required by the algorithm can only shrink, as we need not keep objects never been
seen before. Summarizing, Lemmas 1 through 3 imply two phases that all NRA
algorithms go through; a growing phase during which T < t and the set of top-k
candidates can only grow and a shrinking phase during which t ≥ T and the set of
candidate objects can only shrink, until the top-k result is finalized. Finally, the
next corollary (due to Lemma 3) helps reducing the accesses during the shrinking
phase.
Corollary 1. If t ≥ T and all current candidate objects have already been
seen at input Si , no further accesses to Si are required in order to compute the
top-k result.
4.

LATTICE-BASED RANK AGGREGATION

Our Lattice-based Rank Aggregation (LARA) algorithm is an optimized “no random accesses” method, based on the observations discussed in the previous section.
We identify the operations required in each (growing and shrinking) phase and
choose appropriate data structures, in order to support them efficiently. LARA
takes its name from the lattice it uses to reduce the computational cost and the
number of sorted accesses in the shrinking phase. For now, we will assume that
the aggregate function γ is (weighted) sum. Later, we will discuss the evaluation
of top-k queries that involve other aggregate functions, as well as combinations
thereof.
4.1

The growing phase

As discussed, while t < T (i.e., during the growing phase), the set of candidate
objects can only grow and it is pointless to attempt any pruning. Thus LARA only
maintains (i) the set of objects seen so far with their partial aggregate scores2 and
the set of sources where from each object has been accessed, (ii) Wk , the set of
top-k objects with the highest lower score bounds (used to compute t), and (iii) an
array L with the highest scores seen so far from each source (used to incrementally
compute T ).
We implement (i) by a hash table H (with object-ID as search key) that stores,
for each already seen object x, its ID, a bitmap indicating the sources where from
x has been seen, its aggregate score γxlb so far, and a number posx (to be discussed
2 The

partial aggregate score is (incrementally) derived when γ is applied only on the set of inputs
where x has been seen. If γ is (weighted) sum then this score corresponds to γxlb .
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shortly). For (ii), we use a heap (i.e., priority queue) to organize Wk . Whenever an
object x is accessed from an input Si , we update the hash table with γxlb (in O(1)
time). At the same time, we check if x is already in Wk . For this, we use entry
posx , which denotes the position of x in the heap of Wk (posx is set to k + 1 if x is
not in Wk ). If x already existed in Wk , its position is updated in Wk (in O(log k)
time) and the O(log k) positional updates of any other object in Wk are reflected
in the hash table (in O(1) time for each affected object). If x is not in Wk , its
updated γxlb is compared to that of the k-th object in Wk (i.e., the current value of
t) and, if larger, a replacement takes place (again in O(log k) time). Finally, L is
updated and T is incrementally computed from the previous value in O(1) time; if
γ = sum and T prev (liprev ) denotes the value of T (li ) before the last access, then
T = T prev − liprev + li .
After each access, the data structures are updated and the condition t ≥ T is
checked. The first time this condition is true, the algorithm enters the shrinking
phase, discussed in the next paragraph. The overall time required to update the
data structures and check the condition t ≥ T for advancing to the shrinking phase
is O(log k) per access, which is worst-case optimal given the operations required at
this phase.
4.2

The shrinking phase

Once t ≥ T is satisfied, LARA progresses to the shrinking phase, where upper score
bounds are maintained and compared to t, until the top-k result is finalized. LARA
applies several optimizations, in order to improve the performance of this phase.
4.2.1 Immediate pruning of unseen objects. According to Lemma 3, during the
shrinking phase, no new objects can end up in the top-k query result; if a newly
accessed object is not found in the hash table, it is simply ignored and we proceed
to the next access. This not only saves many unnecessary computations, but also
reduces the memory requirements to the minimal value (i.e., the number of accessed
objects until t ≥ T ); no more memory will ever be needed by the algorithm.
4.2.2 Efficient verification of termination. Let C be the set of candidate objects
that can end up in the top-k result. Let x be the object in (C−Wk ) with the greatest
γxub ; the algorithm terminates if γxub ≤ t. An important issue is how to efficiently
maintain γxub . A brute-force technique (to our knowledge, used by previous NRA
implementations [Fagin et al. 2001; Güntzer et al. 2001; Ilyas et al. 2002]) is to
explicitly update γ ub for all objects in C and recompute γxub , after each access
(or after a number of accesses from each source). This involves a great deal of
computations, since all objects must be accessed and updated.
Instead of explicitly maintaining γxub for each x ∈ C, LARA reduces the computations based on the following idea. For every combination v in the powerset of m
inputs {S1 , . . . , Sm }, we keep track of the object xv in C such that (i) xv has been
/ Wk , and (iii) xv has the highest partial agseen exactly in the v inputs, (ii) xv ∈
gregate score among all objects that satisfy (i) and (ii). Note that if γxubv ≤ t we can
immediately conclude that no candidate seen exactly in the v inputs may end up
in the result. Thus, by maintaining the set of xv objects, one for each combination
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. X, No. X, XX 20XX.
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v, we can check the termination condition by performing only a small number3 of
O(2m ) comparisons.
Specifically, as soon as LARA enters the shrinking phase, it constructs a (virtual)
lattice G. For every combination v of inputs (i.e., node in G), it maintains the ID of
its leader xv , which is the object with the highest partial aggregate score seen only
in v, but currently not in Wk . If t is not smaller than any γxubv for each v, LARA
terminates reporting Wk .
Let us now discuss how the data structures maintained by LARA are updated
after a new object x has been accessed from an input Si . One of the following cases
apply, after x is looked up in the hash table H:
(1) x is not found in H. In this case, x is ignored, as discussed in paragraph 4.2.1.
(2) x ∈ Wk (checked by posx ). In this case, γxlb is updated and so is x’s position in
the priority queue of Wk .
(3) x ∈
/ Wk . In this case, we first check whether x was the leader of the lattice node
vxprev where x belonged, before it was accessed at Si . If so, a new leader for
vxprev is selected. Then, we check whether x can now enter Wk (by comparing
it with tprev ). If so, we check whether the object evicted from Wk becomes a
leader for its corresponding lattice node. Otherwise, x is promoted from vxprev
to the parent node which contains Si in addition to the other inputs, where x
has been seen (and we check whether it becomes the new leader there).
4.3

The basic version of LARA

LARA, as presented so far, is described by the pseudocode of Figure 3. The algorithm repeatedly accesses objects from the various inputs and depending on whether
it is in the growing or shrinking phase it performs the appropriate operations. As
an example of LARA’s functionality, consider again the top-1 query on the three
inputs of Figure 1, for γ = sum. Let us assume that the inputs are accessed in
a round-robin fashion. After three rounds of sorted accesses (9 accesses), LARA
enters the shrinking phase, since t = γblb = 2.2 and T = 0.6 + 0.6 + 0.8 = 2.0.
Figure 4a shows the contents of the lattice, Wk (k = 1), and L = {l1 , l2 , l3 } at this
stage. For instance, object c (assigned to node S1 S3 , where it is also the leader)
has been seen at exactly S1 and S3 . c’s score considering only these dimensions
is 1.8. To compute γxubS1 S3 = γcub , LARA adds l2 (the highest possible score c can
have in S2 ) to γclb . Since γxubS1 S3 > t, LARA proceeds to access the next object from
S1 , which is e. Now, γelb becomes 0.9 < t and the object is promoted to node S1 S2 .
We still have γxubS1 S3 > t, thus LARA accesses the next object from S2 , which is d.
Now, γdlb becomes 1.2 < t and the object is promoted to S1 S2 . Figure 4b shows the
lattice at this stage. Note that now γxubv for every (occupied) lattice node is at most
t (i.e., γxubS1 S2 = γdub = 2.0, γxubS1 S3 = γcub = 2.2, γxubS2 S3 = γaub = 2.1), thus LARA
terminates.
Note that no objects can be assigned to the bottom ∅ and top S1 . . . Sm nodes
of the lattice. ∅ virtually contains all (useless) objects never been seen during
3 Top-k

queries usually combine a small m ≤ 10 number of ranked inputs [Fagin et al. 2003].
Thus, in typical applications, n  2m . In Section 5.1 we analyze the per-access cost of LARA
and compare it to that of simple NRA.
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Algorithm LARA(ranked inputs S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm )
1. growing := true; /* initially in growing phase */
2. access next object x from next input Si ;
3. if growing then
4.
update γxlb ; /* partial aggregate score */
5.
if γxlb > t then
6.
update Wk to include x in the correct position;
7.
update T ;
8.
if t ≥ T then
9.
growing := false; construct lattice;
10.
goto Line 2;
11. else /* shrinking phase */
12.
if x in H then
13.
update γxlb ; /* partial aggregate score */
14.
if x ∈ Wk then /* already in Wk */
15.
update Wk to include x in the correct position;
16.
else /* x was not in Wk */
17.
vxprev := lattice node where x belonged;
18.
if x was leader in vxprev then
19.
update leader for vxprev ;
20.
if γxlb > t then
21.
update Wk to include x in the correct position;
22.
check if y (evicted from Wk ) is leader of vy ;
23.
else check if x is leader of node vx := vxprev ∪ Si ;
24.
u := max{γxubv : v ∈ G}; /* use lattice leaders */
25.
if t < u then goto Line 2;
26. report Wk as the top-k result;
Fig. 3.
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γ ub = 2.4 Fig. 4. The lattice at two stages
c
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Now LARA stops!

the growing phase and S1 . . . Sm contains objects seen at all sources. None of the
objects seen at all sources can be further improved; γ ub = γ lb for them. Thus these
are either in Wk , or pruned.
5.

ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATIONS

In this section, we analyze the time and space complexity of LARA and compare it
to that of NRA. Throughout our analysis, we assume that the rankings of objects
at different inputs are statistically independent and that we follow a round-robin
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access schedule. Although we consider the aggregate function to be sum in the
analysis, our results can be easily extended to other common monotone functions
(e.g., min). After analyzing the expected complexity of LARA (based on the above
assumptions), we propose some optimizations that may reduce the computational
cost and the number of accesses by LARA, in practice. In addition, we propose
adaptations of LARA for the case where the volume of candidates to be managed
exceeds the capacity of the main memory.
5.1

Time complexity

As discussed in Section 4.1, the per-access computational cost of LARA in the
growing phase is O(log k). Now assume that we are in the shrinking phase and we
access an atomic score from source Si . Assume also that we have accessed so far
α · n atomic scores from each source (0 < α < 1). In other words, α denotes the
probability that a random object has been seen at a specific source. We have the
following possibilities:
—The accessed atomic score belongs to an object x that has never been seen before
(x ∈
/ H). The probability for this to happen is (1 − α)m . The object is just
pruned in this case and the cost of LARA to update the lattice is just O(1).
—The atomic score belongs to an object x that has been seen before. The probability
for a random object y, seen at some but not all sources, to currently belong to
αl (1−α)m−l
a node v of the lattice L with arity l is Py∈v = (1−(1−α)
m )−αm . The nominator
corresponds to the probability that y has been seen at a particular combination
of l sources and the denominator is the probability that the object has been seen
in at least one (1 − (1 − α)m ) but not at all sources (αm ). In other words, the
current cardinality of a node v ∈ L is Py∈v · |C|, where |C| is the number of
candidate objects (excluding those seen at all sources). Given a particular node
v, and because we assume that the rankings of objects in different sources are
independent, the probability of v’s leader to be the currently accessed object x
is Py∈v1 ·|C| , since Py∈v · |C| is the expected number of objects in v. Thus, the
probability of x currently being a leader in one of the nodes of the lattice L is
P
(2m −2)/2
1
.
v∈L,Si ∈v
/ Px∈v ·|C| Px∈v =
|C|
When x is accessed at Si , LARA (i) potentially updates Wk , (ii) potentially
updates the leader of the lattice node vxprev where x existed, and (iii) potentially
updates the leader of the lattice node where to x is promoted. Operation (i) costs
O(log k) time (as in the growing phase). The cost of (ii) is O(|C|), where |C| is the
number of candidates, since we need to scan the entire candidates set C in order
to find the new leader. Nevertheless, (ii) is not required unless x used to be the
m
−2)/2
leader of vxprev , which happens with probability (2 |C|
, as shown above. Thus,
m

−2)/2
the expected per-access cost of LARA due to (ii) is (2 |C|
·O(|C|)=O(2m ).4
The cost of operation (iii) is O(1), since a mere comparison to the previous leader
is required. Summing up, for each access in the shrinking phase, the expected

4 In

our experiments, we verified that leader promotions in typical runs of LARA are very few (less
than ten).
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A worst-case scenario for LARA

lattice maintenance cost for LARA is O(log k + 2m ) and checking the termination
condition requires O(2m ) comparisons (as discussed).
Overall, the cost of LARA (at each access) is O(log k) in the growing phase
and O(log k + 2m ) in the shrinking phase. The worst-case scenario for LARA is
that, during the shrinking phase, every access causes a promotion of a leader. A
(pathological) example for n = 100, m = 3, k = 1, and γ = sum is shown in Figure
5. LARA will enter the shrinking phase when o100 is accessed. Then t = 1.2,
whereas γxubS1 = γxubS2 = γxubS3 = 1.7. From this point and until o34 is accessed at
S1 , LARA promotes the current leader of a singleton node (i.e., S1 , S2 , or S3 ) at
a doubleton node (S1 S2 , S2 S3 , or S1 S3 , respectively). LARA will terminate after
another leader promotion (when o34 is accessed at S1 ) and two more accesses (when
o1 is accessed at S3 ). As a result, for almost all its accesses in the shrinking phase
(i.e., half the overall accesses) the computational cost of LARA is O(|C|). Even
in such a rare, worst-case scenario, LARA maintains its significant advantage over
NRA in the growing phase. In order to minimize the effect of such pathological
cases and at the same time achieve better scalability with m, in Section 5.3.1 we
suggest an alternative implementation of LARA (called LARA-MAT).
The time complexity of NRA is dominated by the computation and maintenance
of the upper score bounds of all objects that have been partially seen. In other
words, the cost of NRA in both phases is O(|C|) per access. We now analyze the
relationship between |C| and n, as a function of the fraction α of atomic scores
accessed at each source. Assume that we have accessed α · n atomic scores from
each source (0 < α < 1). Now suppose that we access an atomic score from source
Si . Our objective is to estimate the number of objects for which we have to update
their upper bound scores after this access. This corresponds to the number of
objects seen at any source, but not Si . The probability of a random object x not
seen at source Si is P¬Si = (1−α). The probability of the same object x seen at one
or more sources other than Si is Pany Sj |Sj 6=Si = (1 − (1 − α)m−1 ). Therefore, the
expected number of objects for which NRA has to update their upper bound after
an access is P¬Si · Pany Sj |Sj 6=Si · n or (1 − (1 − α)m−1 )(1 − α)n. As we show in the
next paragraph (space analysis), NRA requires accessing large fractions of the lists
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before it can terminate, therefore the O(|C|) per-access complexity of NRA grows
much higher than the O(2m ) per-access cost of LARA, as the number of candidates
|C| increases during the growing phase.
5.2

Space complexity

The maximum space required by LARA corresponds to the maximum number of
candidates that need to be maintained. Based on the lemmata of Section 3, this
corresponds to the number of distinct objects accessed until the shrinking phase
begins (i.e., until t ≥ T ). Our space complexity analysis is based on the assumption
that the distribution of scores in the sources are uniform and independent. This
assumption implies that the atomic score of the (α · n)-th top object at any list
Si is 1 − α. Assume that we are still in the growing phase and α · n objects
have been accessed from each source. Then, T = m · (1 − α), assuming γ =
sum. At this stage, the expected number of objects which have been seen at all
m
m sources
. In general, at exactly m0 sources, we expect to have seen
 m0 is n(α) m−m
0
m
n m0 (α) (1 − α)
objects. In addition, the probability of an object seen at
all sources to have aggregate score at least T is 1, whereas the expected γxlb bound
of an object x seen exactly at m0 sources is m0 (1 − α2 ). Overall, assuming that we
have accessed α · n scores from each source, the expected number of objects for
which the lower bound is at least T is:


m  
X
m
α
m0
m−m0
0
(1)
bn
(α) (1 − α)
c × (m (1 − ) ≥ T )
2
m0
0
m =1

The second factor of each summed term is a boolean formula that translates to
integer 1 or 0. The goal is to find the smallest α for which the sum above is at least
k. This can be achieved by numerical analysis (i.e., using the bisection method).
Then, based on the found α, the expected distinct number of candidates that enter
the shrinking phase (i.e., the space complexity of LARA) is n(1 − (1 − α)m ). NRA
can also achieve the same space complexity, if any newly seen object whose upper
bound is at most t is not stored (this happens as soon as t ≥ T ).
Figure 6a visualizes our analysis for m = 2 and γ=sum. If α · n atomic scores
have been seen from each source, the space can be divided into three regions;
(i) completely seen region (dark gray), whose objects have been accessed from all
sources, (ii) partially seen region (light gray), whose objects have been accessed
from some but not all sources, and (iii) unseen region (white), whose objects have
not been accessed from any source. Under our uniformity assumption, the number
of objects in each region is estimated as the area of the region multiplied by n. The
candidate size corresponds to the total number of objects in dark gray and light
gray regions. In Figure 6b, the dotted contour line represents all objects having
aggregate score t (i.e., the current lowest score in Wk ). The aggregate score of
any object lying below the contour is less than t. The growing phase ends when
the contour does not intersect the unseen region. In the shrinking phase, among
the partially seen objects, those having upper bound scores smaller than t can be
pruned as they cannot lead to better result. In Figure 6b, these objects reside in the
bold-framed rectangles. As LARA accesses more scores, α increases and the nonpruned partially seen regions are trimmed. Eventually, the number of candidates
ACM Transactions on Database Systems, Vol. X, No. X, XX 20XX.
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the inputs (i.e., dimensions) that appear in v and [0, fi (α)] at the inputs not in
v. From these objects, we can estimate the ones with γxlb at least T again by a
range-count query with constraint γx ≥ T , where γ applies only to the dimensions
in v. To illustrate this method, consider the geometric example of Figure 6a and
assume that a 2D histogram is available. We can estimate the number of objects
seen only at combination v = {S2 }, after accessing α · n objects from both inputs,
by applying a range-count query having as extent the upper light gray rectangle.
Assuming that the dotted contour line in Figure 6b represents the objects having
aggregate score T , we can estimate the number of objects x ∈ v with γxlb at least T
by a range-count query having as extent the upper light gray rectangle excluding its
bold-framed part. If we repeat this operation for all combinations v, we can derive
an estimate for the total number of candidates for any value of T , which allows us
to apply a numerical analysis technique for estimating the space requirements of
LARA.
5.3

Optimizing the performance of LARA in practice

In this section, we present several optimizations of LARA that minimize its number of accesses and the computational cost in practice. In a nutshell, we (i) prune
candidates as soon as they are known to have lower upper bound than t, (ii) use
Corollary 1 to detect and dry up inputs that cannot contribute to the top-k result, and (iii) delay the expensive computation and update of upper bounds when
entering the shrinking phase.
5.3.1 Reducing the number of candidates. The basic version of LARA (see Figure 3), does not explicitly prune any object, but keeps updating their lower and
upper bounds until the termination condition holds. However, we can reduce the
number of top-k candidates at minimal cost, during the regular operations of LARA.
First, if for the last accessed object x, γxub ≤ t, we can immediately delete x from
H and avoid its promotion to the parent lattice node vx . Consider again the application of LARA on the example of Figure 1, right after the 9th access (Figure 4a).
When e is accessed from S1 (10th access), γeub becomes 0.9 + 0.8 < 2.2 = t, thus
LARA can immediately prune e and avoid promoting it to node S1 S2 .
As a second optimization, during the execution of the algorithm, if all objects
in a lattice node v have γ ub not greater than t (verified by comparing t with the
leader xv of v), we can safely prune all objects from v, significantly reducing the
number of candidates in H and avoiding redundant update operations (for these
objects) in the future.
An implementation of LARA that efficiently performs the second optimization
and also scales better with m materializes the lattice; i.e., candidates are explicitly
partitioned into sets according to the lattice nodes where they belong. In this
LARA-MAT implementation, leader updates do not require the scanning of the
whole candidate set, but only the objects currently in the node where the leader
should be updated. The price to pay is that at each access (e.g., of object x), the
contents of two nodes must be updated (e.g., x is deleted from vxprev and inserted
to vx ). Therefore, if the leader of a node v has γ ub not greater than t, we can
immediately prune the objects in v, without having to access all candidates. In
addition, if a leader is promoted from node v, the new leader for v can be selected
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from the objects that belong to v only (i.e., there is no need to scan the whole set
C of candidates). If m is large (i.e., the lattice is large), the probability that the
currently accessed object is a leader in a node increases, thus leader promotions
become frequent. In this case, LARA-MAT is expected to be more efficient than
LARA. Finally, for large values of m there can be many nodes of the lattice that
are empty. Thus, the comparison of t with the upper bounds of leaders (see Line
24 of Figure 3) is restricted to checking only the non-pruned leaders, which are
much fewer than 2m . As a result, the per-access cost of LARA-MAT can be much
smaller than that of the original algorithm which performs at least 2m comparisons
per access.
5.3.2 Reducing the number of accesses. At the latter stages of LARA, we can
exploit Corollary 1 to avoid accessing inputs that do not contribute to the aggregate
score of remaining candidates. Let Si be a source (e.g., S1 ), such that (i) all objects
in Wk have already been seen at Si and (ii) for all lattice nodes v that do not contain
that source (e.g., S2 , S3 , S2 S3 ) γxubv ≤ t. Obviously, no object in any of these nodes
can end up in the top-k result. In addition, for all objects x in all other nodes (e.g.,
S1 , S1 S2 , S1 S3 , S1 S2 S3 ), xi is already known. Thus, no more accesses to Si are
needed for computing the top-k result.
Based on this idea, LARA, while checking for the termination condition, keeps
track of the pruned/empty nodes, whose subsets are all pruned/empty (i.e., by the
use of a bitmap). In addition, it maintains a bitmap bWk which indicates the sources
where all objects in Wk have been seen. The termination condition is checked in a
level-wise bottom-up fashion, starting from nodes with one input Si , then moving
to nodes with two inputs Si Sj , etc. At the first level, all pruned/empty nodes which
are also set in bWk are marked as “dead”. At level l a node is marked “dead” only
if (i) the node is pruned/empty, (ii) its immediate subsets are all marked “dead”,
and (iii) the corresponding combination of bits in bWk is set. A dead node v needs
never been checked again in the future, since, there may be no new object x that
can end up in v with γxub > t. We can “dry up” inputs by exploiting Corollary 1 as
follows. Let v = S1 S2 . . . Si−1 Si+1 . . . Sm be a lattice node that contains all nodes
but Si . If v is marked dead, then we know that it is pointless to attempt any more
accesses from Si . Si is then dried up and the total number of accesses is decreased.
Note that if LARA follows the same read schedule as NRA, it never performs
more accesses. Thus, LARA is instance optimal [Fagin et al. 2001] with respect to
the number of performed accesses. On the other hand, LARA may perform fewer
accesses than NRA in the possible case that an input Si has been dried up before
the top-k result has been finalized, by simply rejecting accesses to Si from the read
schedule.
The impact of drying up inputs to the access cost of LARA can be geometrically
demonstrated in the example of Figure 6c. Consider the weighted sum aggregate
function γ = 0.5 · S1 + 1 · S2 . Recall that each partially seen region (in light gray)
corresponds a lattice node in LARA. In the figure, the topmost (rightmost) region
corresponds to the objects seen only at node S2 (S1 ). Since the (score bound)
contour is slanted towards the S2 axis, the number of candidates at lattice node
S1 is much fewer than that those at node S2 . As LARA continues accessing the
sources, at some stage the width of the horizontal strip becomes α0 (i.e., α0 · n
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scores are accessed from S2 ). At that time, node S1 becomes empty (all candidates
there are pruned since the contour is above the a0 point). Thus, LARA dries up
source S2 and accesses S1 until the width of the vertical strip grows to α00 . On
the other hand, NRA continues expansion along both sources until the width of
both strips become α00 . Therefore, the access cost saving of LARA over NRA can
be significant (especially for functions with vastly different weights). Drying up
sources can also save many accesses at uniform functions (like sum) on non-uniform
(e.g., real) datasets. In this case, when the same number of scores have been
accessed from each source, different strips have different widths for non-uniform
sources. For instance, in Figure 6d, the α · n-th score at S1 (i.e., f1 (α)) is larger
than the α · n-th score at S2 (i.e., f2 (α)), thus the vertical light gray strip is thinner
than the horizontal light gray strip. This causes the contour to prune the candidates
in S1 and to dry S2 up, early.
5.3.3 Reducing the number of comparisons. At the beginning of the shrinking
phase, the majority of the lattice nodes are populated and highly unlikely to be
pruned, since t is marginally greater than T and much smaller than the upper
score bounds of most objects. Since we expect that the comparisons right at the
beginning of the shrinking phase will hardly prune any object or node, it is wise to
delay pruning attempts until there are high chances for the termination condition
to hold.
Let u be the largest upper bound of objects not in Wk , when LARA enters
the shrinking phase (i.e., u := max{γxubv : v ∈ G}). If u ≤ t, LARA immediately
terminates (Lines 25–26 of Figure 3). Every new access (e.g., from source Si )
reduces γxubv for half of the lattice nodes (e.g., those including Si ) by ∆l = liprev − li ,
where liprev is the previous value in Si (before li was accessed). In addition, the new
access might increase t. However, note that it is not possible to prune all lattice
nodes, while u − ∆l > t. Thus, after computing u for the first time, and after every
consequent access, instead of performing lattice operations, while u −∆l > t, we set
u := u − ∆l (and update t as usual), without attempting any actual comparisons.
As soon as u − ∆l ≤ t, we begin updating upper bounds (and u). A subtle thing
to note for this optimization is that together with the initial computation of u we
also keep track of the leader which is responsible for u. If this leader enters Wk , the
actual upper bound may drop by a value larger than ∆l; in that case, the actual
upper bound u and the corresponding leader are re-computed.
A closer look reveals that the above computational optimization may weaken the
power of the access cost optimization of Section 5.3.2. Even when the highest upper
bound of lattice leaders is greater than t, we can dry up a source Si provided that
(i) all objects in Wk have already been seen at Si and (ii) for each lattice node v
that does not include Si , γxubv ≤ t holds. In order to preserve the full power of the
access cost optimization, we can modify the above computational optimization as
follows. Instead of using the maximum upper bound score of the lattice, we take
u = min{u1 , u2 , ..., um }, where ui is the maximum upper bound score of all nodes
without the source Si . We decrement u by ∆l each time a source is accessed, until
u − ∆l ≤ t. At that time, we recompute u and also check whether any source can
be dried up.
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Disk-based management of candidates

Existing “no random accesses” algorithms [Fagin et al. 2001; Natsev et al. 2001;
Ilyas et al. 2002] assume that the memory is large enough to accommodate all
candidates, which may not hold in practice. The space analysis of Section 5.2 and
our experimental evaluation unveils that the number of top-k candidates during
LARA (or NRA) could grow to a large percentage of the total number of objects.
In problem settings, where the system’s memory is too small to fit the partial score
of every candidate, the application of LARA (and NRA algorithms in general) is
infeasible.
In this section, we propose adaptations of LARA for bounded memory, which
manage candidates and their partial scores on disk. Our objective is to minimize
the disk I/O, while keeping the number of accesses close to the minimum possible:
the accesses incurred by a version of LARA which has unlimited memory. We
emphasize that the number of accesses accounts for the middleware cost and its
interpretation is different from the I/O cost for managing candidates on disk.
Figure 7 shows the pseudo-code of an eager algorithm for top-k processing with a
memory constraint B. Let B be the maximum number of entries that the hash table
H can accommodate. During the growing phase, the algorithm operates exactly
like LARA until H becomes full. At this stage, the candidates in H are sorted by
object id, written to a disk file Z, and H is cleaned up. LARA-EAGER continues
accessing objects and updating H and Wk . At any subsequent occasion when H
becomes full again, its contents are sorted and merged with Z; the resulting merged
list Z is again written back to disk. We call Lines 8–9 a refresh operation because
it derives tight lower score bounds for objects which have been seen (from any
source). Observe that, between adjacent refresh operations, the lower bound score
γxlb derived at Line 4 is loose, since it does not consider any atomic scores which
have been seen before and stored in Z. After the growing phase ends, we store the
candidates of H into Z and clean up H (Lines 12–14).
In the shrinking phase, we distinguish between two cases; (i) Z is empty (no
candidates on disk) and (ii) Z is not empty. If Z is not empty and its contents do
not fit in memory, the algorithm operates similarly to the growing phase; atomic
scores are read from the inputs and a main-memory set of candidates is maintained
in H, while Wk is updated. If H becomes full, we perform a refresh operation; H
is merged with the set Z of candidates on disk and Wk is updated using the actual
lower bounds. During merging, entries y ∈ Z with γyub ≤ t are deleted from Z.
Also, after each merging we apply the optimization of Section 5.3.2 to potentially
dry up inputs (not shown in the pseudocode). Note that if Z is not empty, we
need to store every accessed object in H, as we do not immediately check whether
it has been seen before (we cannot use Lemma 3). As soon as the total number of
candidates in Z fits in memory, they are loaded to the memory-resident H and case
(i) applies. Since the set of candidates can only shrink, we construct the lattice and
the algorithm operates like the normal shrinking phase of LARA, until termination.
We found by experimentation that the above disk-based algorithm incurs higher
I/O cost in the growing phase than in the shrinking phase. The reason is that Z
can grow very large and each refresh operation scans the whole Z. To alleviate
this problem, we propose a lazy approach which operates differently in the growing
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Algorithm LARA-EAGER(memory bound B, ranked inputs S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm )
1. Z:=new (empty) sorted list of objects on disk;
2. repeat /* growing phase */
3.
access next object x from next input Si ;
4.
update x in H and compute γxlb ; /* partial aggregate score */
5.
update Wk if γxlb > t;
6.
update T ;
7.
if |H| = B then /* memory full */
8.
union-merge the entries in H and Z by object id, and write the merged list to Z;
9.
during merging, update γylb of objects y ∈ Z and update Wk ;
10.
remove all entries from H;
11. until t ≥ T ;
12. if Z =
6 ∅ and H 6= ∅ then /* clean up candidates in memory */
13.
perform Lines 8–10;
14.
remove all entries with γyub ≤ t from Z;
15. repeat /* shrinking phase */
16.
if 0 < |Z| ≤ B then
17.
load entries of Z into H, clear Z, and construct lattice;
18.
access next object x from next input Si ;
19.
if Z =
6 ∅ then /* entries on disk */
20.
update x in H and compute γxlb ;
21.
update Wk if γxlb > t;
22.
if |H| = B then /* memory full */
23.
for each object y ∈ Z such that y ∈ H;
24.
update γylb in Z and Wk ;
25.
remove all entries from H;
26.
remove all entries with γyub ≤ t from Z;
27.
else /* no entries on disk */
28.
perform the shrinking phase of LARA;
29.
u := max{γxubv : v ∈ G}; /* use lattice leaders */
30. until Z = ∅ and t ≥ u;
31. report Wk as the top-k result;
Fig. 7.

Disk-based LARA-EAGER algorithm

phase. When H becomes full, we simply append new coming objects to Z and avoid
scanning the whole Z. After the growing phase terminates, we perform external
sorting on Z by object id and then execute the refresh operation. LARA-LAZY
can have lower I/O cost than LARA-EAGER. On the other hand, LARA-LAZY
may have much higher access cost than LARA-EAGER, since the refresh operation
is delayed until the end of the growing phase. During the growing phase of LARALAZY, Wk contains the highest lower bounds only from objects in H (i.e., the first
H objects seen) and t is a loose bound. As a result, the termination of the growing
phase delays.
In fact, there is a trade-off between accesses and I/O cost for disk-based implementations of LARA. LARA-EAGER performs refresh operations frequently,
leading to low access cost and high I/O cost. On the other hand, LARA-LAZY delays refresh operations so it has low I/O cost but incurs many accesses. In order to
achieve a good trade-off, we extend LARA-LAZY into a LARA-ADAPT algorithm,
which performs refresh operations adaptively in the growing phase, aiming at balancing the access cost and disk I/O cost. Similar to LARA-LAZY, LARA-ADAPT
simply appends new objects to Z after H becomes full. However, LARA-ADAPT
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differs from LARA-LAZY in the following points. Initially, a variable ϕ is set to
the memory size B. Whenever |Z| reaches ϕ, LARA-ADAPT performs a refresh
operation and doubles ϕ.5 Thus, LARA-ADAPT is expected to (i) incur fewer I/O
accesses than LARA-EAGER and (ii) perform fewer accesses than LARA-LAZY.
6.

VARIANTS OF TOP-K SEARCH

So far we have discussed how LARA processes top-k queries when γ = sum. In
addition, note that LARA can terminate before the complete scores of all objects
in the top-k result are known. Finally, the algorithm does not output any result
until the whole top-k set is known and does not incrementally output the results
in increasing order of their aggregate scores. In [Mamoulis et al. 2006], we have
shown that LARA can easily be adapted for different variants and requirements
of a top-k search. In this section, we propose adaptations of LARA for top-k join
queries, top-k cube queries, and browsing operations between top-k cuboids.
6.1

Top-k join queries

The top-k query we have seen so far is a special case of top-k join queries [Natsev
et al. 2001; Ilyas et al. 2003; Ilyas et al. 2004], where the results of joins are to be
output in order of an aggregate score on their various component (see the discussion
at Section 2.4). Here, we show how LARA can be converted to LARA-J, a topk join operator that incrementally outputs join results based on their aggregate
scores. Instead of maintaining a single hash table with all objects seen so far,
LARA-J materializes the lattice and stores for each combination of sources, tuples
that partially satisfy the join. Consider, for example, the top-k query expression
of Section 2.4. Tuples from R that match with tuples from S are stored in node
R ◦ S of the lattice. For each lattice node v, the highest upper bound γxubv for
any partial tuple xv ∈ v is maintained as usual. This is computed by considering
the last scores seen at any sources not in v. LARA-J does not keep a Wk , but
combinations in the top lattice node (e.g., R ◦ S ◦ T) are organized in a priority
queue based on their aggregate scores. These are output incrementally, as soon
as they are known to have greatest score than all γ ub in the rest of lattice nodes.
When a new tuple is read (e.g., from R), it is immediately joined with combinations
in the lattice nodes that do not include its source. The new tuple is accommodated
in the corresponding lattice node and join results are immediately added to the
corresponding nodes. Partial results in each lattice node are indexed in order to
facilitate efficient probing (i.e., using hash tables).
The pseudocode of Figure 8 describes the functionality of LARA-J. The algorithm operates in a multiway ripple-join fashion, which has an integrated ranking
component. Theorem 1 shows that it produces the correct results and only once
(i.e., no duplicate join results are generated). The version of LARA-J shown in
Figure 8 can be easily converted to an incremental algorithm, by replacing lines
9–10 by a while-loop that outputs the top tuple in S1 ◦ S2 ◦ · · · ◦ Sm and removes
it from the node, while its score is at least u.
5 The

rationale behind doubling ϕ is to result in total disk I/O that is approximately the sum of
a geometric series (bounded by a constant factor of the number of accesses in the growing phase).
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Theorem 1. LARA-J produces the correct top-k join results and there are no
duplicates in the final response set.
Proof. We will first show that all complete multiway join results (i.e., if we
exclude the top-k component of the query) are produced correctly and forwarded
to the top lattice node only once. Let τ be a tuple in the multiway join result. Let
x be the component of τ that arrived after all other components of τ in the lattice
and assume that it arrived from source Si . Clearly, τ will be generated at the lattice
node only once and when x was read from Si , since x would not have otherwise
been known. In addition, the combination τ \x of all other components in τ except
x should be at lattice node v = S1 ◦· · ·◦Si−1 ◦Si+1 ◦· · ·◦Sm when x arrives. We can
easily prove this assertion by induction, by considering the last arrived component
x0 of τ \x. The basis of the induction is that the temporally first component of τ
(e.g., xj that arrived from Sj ) is trivially added once to the lattice node populated
by the corresponding source (e.g., the node having Sj alone). In addition, the fact
that tuples generated at any lattice node correspond to correct partial join results
can also be easily proved by induction, since they are generated after probing the
currently seen tuple to the contents of lattice nodes one level below. Finally, since
upper bounds for partial results at all nodes are used, the ranking component of
LARA-J is also correct.

Algorithm LARA-J(ranked inputs S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm )
1. initialize lattice G;
2. access next tuple x from next input Si ;
3. add x to node corresponding to source Si ;
4. for each lattice node v not containing source Si
5.
join x with the contents of v;
6.
add join results to node v ◦ Si ;
7.
update upper bound of v ◦ Si , if applicable;
8. u := max{γxubv : v ∈ G};
9. t := k-th largest score at top node S1 ◦ S2 ◦ · · · ◦ Sm ;
10. if t < u then goto Line 2;
11. report tuples with the k-th largest scores at top node S1 ◦ S2 ◦ · · · ◦ Sm ;
Fig. 8.

The LARA-J algorithm

As already shown in [Ilyas et al. 2002], non-binary algorithms (like our LARA-J)
could be more efficient than combinations of binary operators for problems with
m > 2. LARA-J is expected to have several advantages over trees of binary operators like HRJN. First, LARA-J outputs the produced join results (produced at the
top node) by comparing their scores with the upper bounds of the produced partial
results at the lattice nodes. These upper bounds are expected to be lower than the
thresholds used by HRJN (based on the best-case scores of potential future join
results), so the output rate of LARA-J is expected to be higher than that of a plan
of HRJN operators. In addition, the efficiency of the plan of HRJN operators is
based on demand-driven evaluation, as the technique schedules GetN ext() calls at
the various nodes of the operation tree. On the other hand, LARA-J adapts gracefully to production-based evaluation of top-k joins, as it produces all (complete and
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partial) join results as soon as a new tuple is available at any input. Finally, LARAJ does not rely on the generation and maintenance of an efficient plan of binary
operators, but it produces the next join result with the highest score as soon as it
can be guaranteed without any unnecessary accesses. The superiority of LARA-J
compared to binary trees of HRJN is verified by our experimental evaluation.
6.1.1 Reducing the number of lattice nodes in top-k joins. Note that LARA-J
joins each newly accessed tuple x with 2m−1 lattice nodes. However, not all these
nodes may correspond to connected subgraphs of the complete multiway join graph.
For instance, in the example query of Section 2.4, there is no join condition between
R and T, thus lattice node R ◦ T essentially stores the Cartesian product of R and T.
This implies that whenever a tuple is read from source R it will unconditionally be
combined with all tuples at lattice node T and written to R ◦ T. Thus, the cost of
writing to R ◦ T is quadratic to the number of tuples seen from R and T. In addition,
space is wasted for this redundant Cartesian product. Finally, each tuple x read
from S is joined with the very large Cartesian product stored in R ◦ T, while the join
results it contributes to R◦S◦T are exactly determined by the tuples from R that join
with x and the tuples from T that join with x (and these will be computed anyway).
Thus, maintaining lattice nodes that correspond to disconnected subgraphs of the
join graph leads to a waste of computational and storage resources.
We propose LARA-J∗ , an improved version of LARA-J which materializes only
nodes of the lattice that correspond to connected query subgraphs. For this purpose,
we model a multiway join query with a ranking component by a graph Γ, where
nodes correspond to the joined relations and edges correspond to join predicates
between attributes from the connected nodes.
The first difference between LARA-J and LARA-J∗ , is that the latter does not
consider lattice nodes corresponding to sets of nodes that do not form a connected
subgraph of Γ. The elimination of these nodes implies the second difference between
the algorithms; special treatment is required for new tuples (e.g., from S), which
were originally probed against a Cartesian product lattice node (e.g., R ◦ T) that
now no longer exists. Not only do we have to generate partial results for noneliminated nodes (e.g., R ◦ S and S ◦ T) having a join condition with the current
source, but we may also need to generate tuples for other nodes of the lattice (e.g.,
R ◦ S ◦ T) that correspond to connected join (sub)graphs including the currently
accessed source (e.g., S) and otherwise disconnected components (e.g., R and T).
For our example join graph, when a tuple is accessed from R (T) it is joined with
nodes S and S ◦ T (R ◦ S), as in LARA-J. On the other hand, a new tuple s that
arrives from S is joined with nodes R and T only, but they produce results for R ◦ S,
S ◦ T, and R ◦ S ◦ T. The tuples for the top node of the lattice are easily produced
by taking the Cartesian product of the set of tuples from R and T that join with s;
formally, the set s ◦ ((Rns) × (Tns)), where n denotes a semi-join. For instance, if
s joins with {r1 , r2 } from R and {t1 } from T, {r1 , s, t1 } and {r2 , s, t1 } are added to
node R◦S◦T without the need of extra computations.
Thus, the handling of newcoming tuples varies between different sources, depending on the corresponding nodes of the join graph. In order to avoid re-computing
from scratch the set of lattice nodes that are affected and the corresponding operations for every tuple, LARA-J∗ includes a query preprocessing phase, where for
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every source Si a schedule Ψi of operations to lattice nodes is generated. This
schedule is static throughout the join evaluation and it is computed beforehand.
Every time a tuple is read from Si , a sequence of operations are performed to lattice
nodes as indicated by Ψi . Figure 9 shows a pseudocode for this preprocessing step.
First, lattice nodes corresponding to disconnected subgraphs of Γ are eliminated.
Then, nodes of the lattice that do not contain Si , but they are connected to Si in
the join graph, are added to schedule Ψi . A single lattice v node in Ψi indicates that
a new tuple that arrives from Si will be probed against the contents of v (partial
tuples) and the resulting tuples will be promoted to node v ◦ Si . The final step of
the preprocessing step is to identify the lattice nodes where Cartesian products of
the computed join results will be inserted. For each combination of lattice nodes
{v1 , v2 , . . . , vl } in Ψi which are disjoint (in pairs) in Γ, LARA-J∗ should generate
tuples in nodes v1 ◦ v2 ◦ · · · ◦ vl ◦ Si }, by taking the Cartesian products of the new
tuples at each vj ◦ Si .
Algorithm LARA-J∗ -prep(ranked inputs S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm , join graph Γ)
1. initialize lattice G;
2. eliminate nodes from G corresponding to disconnected subgraphs of Γ;
3. for each input Si
4.
for each node v of G, such that Si ∈
/ v and v is connected to Si in Γ
5.
add {v} to Ψi ;
6. for each combination {v1 , v2 , . . . , vl } of lattice nodes in input Ψi
7.
if ∀x, y ∈ [1, l], sources(vx ) ∩ sources(vy ) = ∅ and
∀x, y ∈ [1, l], sources(vx ) ∪ sources(vy ) form a disconnected subgraph in Γ then
8.
add {v1 , v2 , . . . , vl } to Ψi ;

The preprocessing phase of LARA-J∗

Fig. 9.

Figure 10 shows an example top-k join query, the corresponding join graph, the
nodes of the lattice that remain and the schedule Ψi for each source Si . Note
that source T divides connected subgraph {R,T,U} into disconnected components
({R} and {U}); the combination of these components is included it its schedule.
T, if removed, also splits {S,T,U} and {R,S,T,U} to disconnected components. Thus
({S},{U}) and ({R ◦ S},{U}) are added to ΨT .
The pseudocode of LARA-J∗ is described in Figure 11. First, the preprocessing
phase is called to initialize and prune the lattice G and generate a schedule for each
source. Then, tuples are accessed from the various inputs and the necessary join
SELECT R.id, S.id, T.id, U.id
FROM R,S,T,U
WHERE R.a = S.a AND S.b=T.b
AND R.c = T.c AND T.a = U.a
ORDER BY R.score+S.score+
T.score+U.score

(a) query
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U

(b) join graph Γ
Fig. 10.
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Example of LARA-J∗ preprocessing
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operations are performed. For each tuple x accessed from Si , first x is added to
node Si and then it is probed against the contents of the single nodes in Φi (i.e.,
not node combinations) to generate and promote partial join results. Finally, for
each combination of lattice nodes that appears in Ψi the Cartesian product of the
new join results (due to x) is generated and promoted to the corresponding lattice
node. For the example query of Figure 10, if a tuple x is accessed from source T,
first x is probed against the contents of nodes R, S, U, and R ◦ S. The new join
results are promoted to the corresponding nodes that include T, in addition to the
other sources. Finally, the Cartesian products of the new results produced at R ◦ T
and T ◦ U is computed and inserted to R ◦ T ◦ U; the same process is applied for the
remaining composite components of Φi , i.e., ({S},{U}), and ({R ◦ S},{U}). Like in
LARA-J, the contents of the top node are organized in a priority queue and output
incrementally as they are found greater than the upper bounds of the remaining
nodes. Theorem 2 proves the correctness and completeness of LARA-J∗ .
Theorem 2. LARA-J∗ produces the correct top-k join results and there are no
duplicates in the final response set.
Proof. The proof is based on that of Theorem 1. The difference between the
algorithms is due to the elimination of lattice nodes that correspond to Cartesian
products. In other words, we only need to prove that the contents of such nodes
(which are not materialized) are considered in the generation of tuples at levels
above them. This is ensured by the schedule list of each source. In specific, let y
be a tuple to be generated at node v by joining the currently read tuple x from Si
with the contents of node v\Si (i.e., containing all sources of v but Si ). Assume
that v\Si is not materialized because it corresponds to a Cartesian product. In
that case, the set of connected subgraphs in the join subgraph containing the nodes
of v\Si will be in the schedule Ψi corresponding to source Si . The contents of this
non-materialized node that should be joined with x are generated on-demand by
LARA-J∗ , as discussed, so no join results will be missed.
Algorithm LARA-J∗ (ranked inputs S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm , join graph Γ)
1. LARA-J∗ -prep(S1 , S2 , . . . , Sm , Γ);
2. access next tuple x from next input Si ;
3. add x to node corresponding to source Si ;
4. for each single lattice node v in Ψi
5.
join x with the contents of v;
6.
add join results to node v ◦ Si ;
7.
update upper bound of v ◦ Si , if applicable;
8. for each combination of lattice nodes {v1 , v2 , . . . , vl } in Ψi
9.
generate Cartesian product of newly generated results from each vj ◦ Si
and promote them to node {v1 ◦ v2 ◦ · · · ◦ vl ◦ Si };
10. u := max{γxubv : v ∈ G};
11. t := k-th largest score at top node S1 ◦ S2 ◦ · · · ◦ Sm ;
12. if t < u then goto Line 2;
13. report tuples with the k-th largest scores at top node S1 ◦ S2 ◦ · · · ◦ Sm ;
Fig. 11.

The LARA-J∗ algorithm
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Other aggregate functions

We now discuss how LARA (and NRA top-k methods in general) can be adapted
to solve top-k queries with aggregate functions other than sum and combinations of
them. A trivial function is max; a top-k max query can be processed by accessing
at most k objects from each input, which guarantees that the k objects with the
maximum score in any input are found.
6.2.1 The min aggregate function. A function which requires special attention
is min; a top-k min query asks for the k objects with the highest minimum score
at all inputs. Without loss of generality, let us assume that the minimum possible
score at each input is 0. In that case, γxlb is 0 for all objects which have not been
seen at all inputs. As a result, the growing phase terminates when k objects have
been seen at all inputs. When this happens, the score of the last object in Wk is at
least the smallest score seen in any input (i.e., t ≥ T ). Thus, when γ = min, only
exact (not partial) scores can be output.
In the shrinking phase, accessing objects from any Si where li ≤ t is of no use,
since no object which has not been seen there can end up in the top-k result. When
LARA enters the shrinking phase, it immediately prunes all lattice nodes (and their
objects) that do not include any of these streams and “dries up” the streams. These
operations are encompassed by the optimization of Section 5.3.2.
We can further improve the efficiency of LARA by delaying the beginning of the
shrinking phase as follows. Instead of accessing the inputs in a round-robin fashion,
we always expand the input with the largest li . By doing so, the number of objects
with γ ub greater than t, when the shrinking phase begins, will be minimized, since
their maximum potential scores in the inputs where they have not been seen will not
be much greater than t. The effect of this optimization is experimentally studied
in [Mamoulis et al. 2006].
6.2.2 Weighted and complex aggregates. So far, we have discussed top-k queries
for which all components have equal weights. In practice, the user may assign
weights of importance to each input of the aggregate function. For example, assuming that m = 3, a weighted sum function could be defined as γx = 0.5x1 +0.3x2 +
0.2x3 , indicating that the importance of S1 (50%) is greater than the importances
of S2 (30%) and S3 (20%) in the merged scores. Similarly, weight coefficients can
be combined with other aggregate functions, like min. LARA can be directly applied for weighted functions. A simple optimization is to access inputs of higher
weight with higher probability, as they contribute more to the aggregate function.
In this way, objects which have not been seen in the sources of higher weights will
be pruned earlier, resulting at an early termination of the algorithm.
In general, an aggregate function can be defined by a regular expression involving
nested (potentially weighted) sum, min, max subexpressions. An example of such
a function is γ = min{x1 , sum{0.5x2 , 0.5x3 }}. An interesting issue is whether we
can extend top-k algorithms to process such complex functions. A plausible solution is to use binary, incremental top-k operators in a query evaluation tree, as
suggested in [Natsev et al. 2001; Ilyas et al. 2002; 2003; Ilyas et al. 2004]. Another possibility is to process all inputs simultaneously by a single application of
a top-k algorithm. In this case, lower and upper bounds are defined for an object
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by applying the complex aggregate function using the values seen so far and the
minimum and maximum values at the inputs, where the object has not been seen.
LARA can directly be applied for such complex aggregate functions. In Section
7, we compare an implementation of LARA for complex aggregate functions to a
simple implementation of NRA.
6.2.2.1 Multiple leaders in complex aggregate functions. The computational efficiency of LARA in the shrinking phase is achieved by maintaining a leader object
xv at each lattice node v, which helps to prune all objects currently seen at the
combination of inputs in v. Recall that xv is the object with the highest partial
aggregate score seen only in v, but currently not in Wk .
The above technique requires the monotone aggregate function γ to be complete
subset-decomposable, i.e., for any subset v of sources, there exist monotone aggregate
functions fv and gv , such that γ(x) = gv (fv (x), x) where (i) inputs of fv come only
from atomic scores of x in v, and (ii) inputs of gv come from fv (x) and atomic scores
of x not in v.6 If γ is complete subset-decomposable, then the partial aggregate fv
defines a total order for objects within the same node, regardless of the latest values
seen from other sources. Simple functions such as (weighted) sum, min, and max
belong to this class of functions. This means that we can compute a partial score
for each seen object and use these partial scores to define unique leaders for lattice
nodes. In addition, the leader of a node v cannot change, unless it is promoted to
another node or a new object is promoted to v.
Nevertheless, some complex aggregate functions are not complete subset-decomposable, which means that we can find lattice nodes v, for which we cannot
define monotone functions fv and determine unique partial scores for the objects
seen only there. For such nodes, we cannot define unique leaders; i.e., the upper
bounds of objects there do not define a fixed total order. As an example, consider
function γ = min{S1 , S2 }+min{S3 , S4 } and node v = S2 S3 . Assume that v contains
two objects a = (?, 0.5, 0.7, ?) and b = (?, 0.6, 0.4, ?). For these two objects, it is
necessary to keep both atomic scores in order to derive their upper bound. In
addition, a and b are not dominated by each other.7 As a result, the object with
the highest upper bound (i.e., the leader of v), depends on the last values seen at
S1 and S4 . For example, if l1 = l4 = 0.75, then γaub > γbub . However, if l1 = 0.65
and l4 = 0.35, then γbub > γaub . Thus, we cannot define a unique leader for v that is
guaranteed to remain unchanged if the contents of v remain constant.
A possible solution to this problem is to maintain the skyline of leaders [Börzsönyi
et al. 2001] at each problematic node of a complex aggregate. Nevertheless the
skyline can be very large even for 2 dimensional datasets, leading to an uncontrolled
number of leaders per node and possible explosion of LARA’s computational cost.
Besides, the maintenance of skylines is expensive. Instead, we suggest a variant of
the LARA-MAT algorithm (proposed in Section 5.3.1), which explicitly maintains
the set of objects associated with the lattice nodes. Let Cv be the set of (candidate)
6 The

subset-decomposable function is a generalization of the distributive monotone function [Gray
et al. 1997]. For distributive monotone functions γ, we have γ = gv = fv .
7 A multidimensional object x dominates object y, if the atomic scores of x are no smaller than the
corresponding atomic scores of y. The concept of dominance is used in skyline queries [Börzsönyi
et al. 2001].
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objects (not in Wk ) associated with node v. For each node v, which has non-unique
leader, we pick a random object in Cv and use it as approximate leader. The selected
leader is kept fixed, unless it is promoted or it gets pruned. Whenever the upper
bound score of an approximate leader is below t, there exists some objects in Cv
(at least one) that can be pruned. Thus, we scan Cv and remove objects having
upper bound score below t. From the remaining objects, a random object is picked
as the new approximate leader for the node of v. Eventually, the node v is marked
empty after all its associated objects have been pruned.
This version of LARA-MAT is expected not to have high computational overhead
compared to the application of the algorithm on nodes with unique leaders. Each
time we pick an approximate leader at a node its expected upper bound is the
median of the upper bounds of nodes in Cv . Thus, each time the leader is used
to prune Cv , its size shrinks by half. Assuming that Cv remains constant during
LARA-MAT, the total number of objects examined until it is completely pruned
is: |Cv |(1 + 1/2 + 1/4 + · · · )=2|Cv |. This cost is acceptable when compared to the
lower bound cost |Cv | of examining and pruning all objects (i.e., if the approximate
leader happens to be the one with the largest upper bound). Finally, note that a
more principled approach, which would pick/maintain the best leader (based on the
number of objects it dominates in Cv ), is expected to have higher computational
cost.
6.3

Top-k Cubes

In this section, we investigate an interesting subset of OLAP queries that involve
ranking and design effective extensions of LARA for them. Consider a set of m
ranked inputs and assume that we are interested to retrieve the top-k objects in
every combination of these sources. The result of this operation is called the top-k
cube. For instance, the top-1 cube for the data of Figure 1, (assuming γ = sum)
is {hS1 , ci hS2 , ai hS3 , ci h(S1 , S2 ), bi h(S1 , S3 ), ci h(S2 , S3 ), ai h(S1 , S2 , S3 ), bi}. Data
analysts could use the top-k cube to compare objects that appear in top-k results
of different combinations of sources. For instance, if a particular object appears in
multiple top-k sets it can be considered globally important for different users that
search for top-k results by combining different ranking attributes. The top-k cube
can also be used to identify correlations between attribute sets, if they share many
common top-k results.
A brute-force method for the computation of a top-k cube from m ranked inputs
is to apply LARA (or NRA), iteratively; once for every combination of sources.
The computational cost and the required accesses of such an approach is high. In
addition, we might not be able to apply this method if the sources are allowed
to be accessed only once (e.g., they come as pipelined results of other database
operations).
A more suitable technique is to run an NRA algorithm only once and compute
the top-k set for each combination v of sources simultaneously. The simple NRA
algorithm can be adapted to an NRA-CUBE method, which maintains for each
combination of sources (corresponding to a lattice node v), a set Wkv ; the k objects
with the highest v γ lb , where v γ denotes the result of the aggregate function γ when
considering only the set of sources v. In order for NRA-CUBE to terminate, for
every Wkv there should be no object x ∈
/ Wkv , such that v γxub > tv , where tv is the
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Top-k cubing example

k-th score in Wkv . This check is much more expensive compared to the termination
check of the simple NRA algorithm.
We now investigate the essential changes to be performed on LARA, in order to
come up with LARA-CUBE, an efficient top-k cube algorithm.
6.3.1 The growing phase. Let Tv = γ{li : i ∈ v}, i.e., the result of the aggregate function when applied to the last values seen in the sources that appear in
a combination v. Let Wkv be the k objects with the highest v γ lb at any instance
of the algorithm and tv be the k-th score in Wkv . Similarly to the basic version of
LARA, we cannot prune any object until tALL ≥ T ALL , where ALL is the combination S1 S2 . . . Sm of all sources. Furthermore, even when tALL ≥ T ALL , if there
is a v 6= ALL, such that tv < T v , any object not seen at all yet could end up in
the top-k set of v. Figure 12 illustrates an example. Assume k = 2 and γ =sum.
After two rounds of accesses, WkALL = {(b, 1.8), (a, 1.6)} and tALL > T ALL (= 1.2).
However, WkS2 S3 = {(b, 1.8), (a, 0.7)} and tS2 S3 < T S2 S3 (= 1.0), which means that
objects not seen yet could enter the top-k set of combination S2 S3 . This example
shows that we should not terminate the growing phase until tv ≥ T v for all v and
no monotonicity property holds among combinations (i.e., the combination S2 S3
does not satisfy tv ≥ T v although its subsets and supersets do).
In our example, tv ≥ T v for all v, except S2 S3 . In order to avoid accessing more
objects than necessary, we can stall the accesses to source S1 , until the condition
tS2 S3 ≥ T S2 S3 . Stalling accesses to one or more sources during the growing phase
of top-k cube computation is similar to the “drying up” of sources (see Section
5.3.2); stalling of Si is applied as soon as the condition tv ≥ T v holds for all v that
include Si . When LARA-CUBE enters the shrinking phase, we resume accesses to
the stalled sources.
6.3.2 The shrinking phase. The shrinking phase of the basic LARA algorithm
creates the virtual lattice by holding for each combination the object seen exactly
in these sources with the highest upper bound that does not currently appear in
Wk . A direct extension of this idea for the shrinking phase of top-k cube queries is
to create a separate lattice for each of the 2m − 1 aggregate functions and for each
function create/update a Wkv set and a 2arity(v) set of leaders. After each access —
e.g., object x from source Si — the Wkv set of each combination v that includes Si
and its respective leaders are potentially updated. Once the Wkv for a combination
v is finalized, the corresponding lattice and leaders are deleted. If at some stage a
source Si cannot contribute to any Wkv , then the source is dried up (as in Section
5.3.2).
For example, consider the lattice of Figure 4. For combination v = S1 S2 , we keep
(i) WkS1 S2 ; the set of k objects with the highest S1 S2 γ lb ; (ii) leaders at nodes S1 and
S2 with respect to combination S1 S2 and function S1 S2 γ. Thus, an object x seen at
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S1 and S3 could be a leader at node S1 for the top-k query of combination S1 S2 ; in
the basic LARA algorithm x could only be a leader at S1 S3 . To determine whether
WkS1 S2 is the exact top-k set for function S1 S2 γ, tS1 S2 (that is the k-th object in
WkS1 S2 ) must be not smaller than the upper bounds of all S1 S2 -related leaders for
v 0 ∈ {S1 , S2 }.
The above technique requires much more bookkeeping compared
the basic
Pm m to
l
LARA algorithm, since we need to maintain and update
2
instead
of
l=1 l
O(2m ) leaders. To reduce this computational burden, in the shrinking phase, we
avoid processing the query for all source combinations concurrently, but compute
the top-k results of combinations iteratively, in breadth first order, starting from the
topmost combination. Consider, for example, a top-k cube query on three inputs
S1 S2 S3 . In the shrinking phase of LARA-CUBE, we first consider the topmost
combination v = S1 S2 S3 , by constructing the lattice for v, and running the basic
LARA (without pruning objects) until the top-k results of v are computed. Objects
are not pruned because they could appear in top-k results of other combinations
(e.g., {S1 , S3 }) that will be later processed. To minimize accesses, a source Si is
dried up (see Section 5.3.2) when all qualified candidates for v (those with upper
bound score above tv ) have been seen from Si . After the top-k results of S1 S2 S3
are computed, we continue to the next combination (e.g., v 0 = S1 S2 ) from the
state where the computation has stopped. Thus, we scan the hash table to update
0
Wkv , and construct the lattice for v 0 , computing leaders (based on v0 γ) for its
nodes S1 and S2 . Accesses are continued from inputs S1 and S2 (if necessary)
until the top-k result (based on v0 γ) is finalized. LARA-CUBE, continues in this
manner and computes iteratively the results for the remaining combinations (i.e.,
{S2 , S3 }, {S1 , S3 }, {S1 }, {S2 }, and {S3 }). This implementation of LARA-CUBE
saves numerous computations as leaders and top-k sets for different combinations
are not maintained concurrently.
6.4

Browsing Through Top-k Results at Different Dimension-Sets

Similar to browsing operations in OLAP systems, a user may wish to navigate
through the top-k results of various combinations of ranked lists that can be aggregated. For instance, consider a user who has at hand the top-10 restaurants in
terms of price, quality, and distance to her location. Being not satisfied by these
results she may wish to roll-up to the list of top-10 restaurants in terms of price
and distance only, or she may want to drill-down to the top-10 set in terms of price,
quality, distance, and size.
Formally, given a top-k query on a set S of m ranked inputs, rolling-up (drillingdown) refers to the operation of retrieving the top-k results by applying the same γ
function to any subset (superset) of S. As we show in the following, LARA allows
the derivation of the new top-k set fast, subject to certain (minor) changes applied
to the original algorithm. Our roll-up and drill-down techniques save significant
access cost and computational time, over running the query from scratch.
6.4.1 Rolling Up. Assume that the set of top-k objects, aggregated using a
γ function over m sources S, has been finalized. Assume that the user requests
the top-k objects with respect to only a subset v ⊂ S of sources. If, during the
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shrinking phase of the previous query, LARA has not pruned any object,8 we can
avoid processing the new query from scratch. The main idea is to move the original
top-k problem from the top node of the original query’s lattice to the node v of the
roll-up query. For this, the following steps are applied:
—Compute Wkv by accessing the objects that are assigned to all lattice nodes (of
the original query) which have at least one source common with v. For all these
objects v γ lb should be computed.
—Compute the leader objects at all nodes of the original lattice that are descendants
of v.
0
—Terminate if tv ≥ max{v γxubv0 : v 0 ⊂ v}, where xv is the new leader of node v 0
(with respect to v γ ub and Wkv ). Resume a projected version of LARA on the v
sources and the constrained lattice to subsets of v, otherwise.
For example, consider the lattice at Figure 4 for the top-1 sum query on the data
of Figure 1. Figure 4b shows the contents of the lattice when LARA terminates
returning b with score 2.2. Assume that the user at this stage requests the object
with the highest sum of atomic scores at sources S1 and S2 only. The incremental
roll-up LARA module first computes WkS1 S2 by accessing the objects seen at source
combinations {S1 , S2 , S1 S2 , S1 S3 , S2 S3 , S1 S2 S3 } and computing their S1 S2 γ lb . This
results to WkS1 S2 = b, with S1 S2 γblb =S1 S2 γb = 1.4. Then leaders for nodes S1 and S2
are computed; these are c and a, respectively, with S1 S2 γcub = 1.3 and S1 S2 γaub = 1.2.
Since both leaders have lower upper bound than b’s score, the algorithm terminates
reporting b. In this example, no additional accesses are required by the roll-up
operation.
6.4.2 Drilling Down. For drill-down top-k operations, we also assume that LARA
has not pruned any object during the shrinking phase of the previous query. Similar
to rolling-up, our objective is to avoid starting LARA from scratch, but to move
the original top-k problem from the top node of the original query’s lattice to the
new top node after introducing new sources and extending the current lattice by
all combinations with the existing ones. More specifically, the following steps are
applied:
—Extend the lattice to include the new sources and combinations.
—Compute Wk for the new top node by applying the γ lb function to the top-k set
of the previous query (no object outside this set could be in the top-k of the new
query without any access to the new sources).
—Keep the leaders of the original lattice nodes; they do not have to be revised,
since we start with the Wk of the previous query.
—Resume LARA by accessing objects from the old and the new sources.
Again, consider the lattice at Figure 4b after the termination of the top-1 sum
query on the data of Figure 1. Consider a fourth source S4 and assume that we want
to determine the object with the highest sum of atomic scores at all four inputs.
First, we extend the lattice to include all combinations of sources that include S4 .
8 otherwise

top-k results of dimensional subsets may be lost as discussed in Section 6.3
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The existing Wk = {(b, 2.2)} now refers to the combination of all four sources.
Thus t = 2.2 remains valid. The revised lattice is shown in Figure 13. The existing
leaders at nodes S1 S2 , S2 S3 , and S2 S3 remain valid. The termination condition
does not hold after the inclusion of source S4 , since the upper bound for c (who is
leader in S1 S3 ) is γclb + 0.4 + 1.0 = 3.2 > t (we assume that the scores in S4 range
from 1 to 0). LARA continues by accessing objects from all four sources, until
the top-k result is finalized. Note that this incremental drill-down operation has
minimal cost, since no computations are required to update leaders or Wk before
we resume the accesses. On the other hand, rolling up requires scanning the objects
seen at any of the sources of the new query and updating Wk and the leaders.
7.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of LARA, by comparing
it with previous NRA algorithms. For each top-k variant, (i.e., classic top-k search,
top-k join, etc.), a version of LARA is compared with a version of NRA known
to perform best for that variant. All algorithms were implemented in C++ and
experiments were run on a Pentium D 2.8GHz PC with 1GB of RAM.
7.1

Description of datasets

For the experiments, we used both synthetically generated and real data. All generated object scores range from 0 to 1. We produced three types of synthetic datasets
to model different input scenarios, using the same methodology as [Börzsönyi et al.
2001]. In datasets of type UI the object scores are random numbers uniformly
and independently generated for the different sources. CO contains datasets where
object scores are correlated. In other words, the score xi of an object x in source
Si is very close to xj in all other sources Sj 6= Si with high probability. An real
dataset example that falls in this class is a set of movies with their scores according
to different criteria (actors performance, costumes design, visual effects, etc.). A
good movie is likely to have high scores in all criteria, whereas a bad movie is likely
to perform averagely or bad in all of them. To generate an object x, first, a number
µx from 0 to 1 is selected using a Gaussian distribution centered at 0.5. x’s atomic
scores are then generated by a Gaussian distribution centered at µx . Finally, AC
contains datasets where object scores are anti-correlated. In this case, objects that
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are good in one dimension are bad in one or all other dimensions. For instance, a
good hotel in terms of quality (e.g., 5-star) is usually a bad one in terms of price
(e.g., very expensive) and vice versa. To generate an object x, first, we pick a
number µx from 0 to 1, like we did for CO datasets. This time, however, we use
a very small variance, so that µx for different x are very close to 0.5 and to each
other. The atomic scores of x are then generated uniformly and normalized to sum
up to µx . In this way, the aggregate scores of all objects are quite similar, but their
individual scores vary significantly.
We used the following real dataset from the UCI KDD Archive.9 FC contains
a set of 581,012 objects, corresponding to 30 × 30-meter forest land cells. Each
object is described by various variables, e.g., distances to hydrology, roadways, fire
points, etc. Assuming that the values of these attributes are obtained from different
sources, we simulate top-k queries that combine them in an aggregate score (e.g.,
find the k cells with the smallest aggregate distance to hydrology, roadways, and
fire points). The values of each attribute were normalized in the range between 0
and 1. For some attributes, the scores were reversed (by subtracting them from
1) in order for 1 to indicate high preference and 0 low preference. In [Mamoulis
et al. 2006], the effectiveness of LARA is also evaluated on another real dataset
with similar results.
7.2

Experiments for classic top-k queries

In the first set of experiments, we compare LARA with the NRA algorithm of
[Fagin et al. 2001] for top-k queries with γ = sum, in terms of object accesses
and computational cost. We implemented both algorithms so that they check the
termination condition after every access. In this way, the number of accesses is
minimized, since every access in the shrinking phase can potentially terminate
search.
Figures 14a, 15a, and 16a compare the efficiency (in CPU time) of the two methods on uniform data (UI), for a range of parameter values. The default values
for the parameters are n = 50K, k = 20, and m = 3. In each experiment, we
fix two parameters to their default values and vary the value of the third one. In
Figures 14a and 15a, LARA is about 2 orders of magnitude faster than NRA. First,
as explained in Section 4, LARA does not attempt checking for termination during
the growing phase. Second, the shrinking phase of LARA is much more efficient
than that of NRA, since at each access only a few updates are performed and the
number of comparisons is O(2m ), as opposed to O(|C|) required by NRA. This explains the increase of performance gap with the increase of n. On the other hand,
the difference is insensitive to k, as shown in Figure 15a.
LARA outperforms NRA in terms of the number of object accesses, as well,
but the difference is marginal. Indicatively, Figure 14b shows the number of object
accesses on uniform data by both methods as a function of n. LARA’s optimization
described in Section 5.3.2 saves 1%–5% of NRA’s accesses, because of “dried up”
streams toward the end of the algorithm. As shown in Figure 15b, the difference in
accesses is similar when the parameter k changes. As we will see later, LARA may
accesses significantly fewer objects than NRA in top-k queries on real data, where
9 http://kdd.ics.uci.edu
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the distribution of scores in different inputs varies significantly.
Figure 16a plots the CPU time with respect to the number of sources m. As m
grows, the size of the lattice increases exponentially and the CPU time difference
between NRA and LARA shrinks. For large values of m, the number of objects
at each lattice node becomes small and it becomes more likely for a leader to be
promoted. In addition, the total number of leaders (2m ) greatly increases with m.
For values of m above 15, the computational cost of LARA exceeds that of NRA.
For high values of m, LARA-MAT, the alternative implementation of LARA discussed in Section 5.3.1, turns out to be more efficient and scalable. Its performance
is also plotted in Figure 16a. LARA-MAT materializes the lattice by explicitly
maintaining for each node the set of candidates seen at the corresponding set of
inputs. In this implementation, leader updates do not require the scanning of the
whole candidate set, but only the objects currently in the node where the leader
should be updated. In addition, LARA-MAT keeps track of the subset of nodes
for which the leader (and remaining objects) have not been pruned. This number
is much smaller than 2m , and as a result LARA-MAT scales very well for large
values of m, maintaining its advantage over NRA. The overhead of LARA-MAT
compared to LARA is that at each access (e.g., of object x), the contents of two
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nodes must be updated (e.g., x is deleted from vxprev and inserted to vx ). Note
that this overhead does not pay off at low values of m, where leader updates are
very rare and there are few nodes in the lattice. Figure 16b shows the number of
accesses as a function of m. In the graph, we also include UB, the access cost of
reading all scores from all sources. Observe that LARA has fewer accesses than
NRA for all values of m. However, as m increases, the performance gap between
UB and NRA/LARA shrinks, due to the dimensionality curse [Beyer et al. 1999].
This figure also confirms that top-k retrieval on uniform data is not meaningful for
large m.
The performance gap between NRA and LARA is similar for correlated and
anti-correlated data (Figures 17a and 17b). As expected, the cost of both methods
is relatively low for correlated data, however, NRA becomes significantly more
expensive than LARA for large n, since (i) the number of candidates |C| increases
with n and (ii) the cost of NRA is O(|C|) (refer to the space and time complexity
analysis of Section 5). For AC, the cost is high (extreme for NRA), because many
accesses are required until the top-k result is finalized. The shrinking phase delays
and a lot of unnecessary bookkeeping is performed by NRA. The value of n has a
smoother effect on LARA, which retrieves the result very fast compared to NRA.
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In the next experiment, we compare LARA and NRA for top-k queries on real
data. From the FC dataset we extracted seven rankings of the objects according to their horizontal distance to hydrology (hh), vertical distance to hydrology
(vh), horizontal distance to roadways (hr), horizontal distance to fire points (hf),
morning hill-shade (sa), noon hill-shade (sn), and afternoon hill-shade (sp). The
distances in each ranking were normalized from 0 to 1 and reversed (by subtracting
them from 1) in order for 1 to indicate high preference and 0 low preference. For
different combinations of these rankings, we applied a top-20 query and compared
the performances of LARA and NRA. Figure 18 summarizes the results. NRA
performs 23% to 65% more accesses than LARA. As illustrated in Section 5.3.2,
this is attributed to the distribution of the scores which is irregular in some sources
(e.g., sa); these sources are “dried up” during the shrinking phase of LARA, when
the remaining scores there cease to be relevant to the top-k result. On the other
hand, NRA accesses objects in a round-robin fashion, without pruning any input,
until the top-k result is finalized. Observe that LARA is 3 to 4 orders of magnitude
faster than NRA for the tested queries. Next to each time measurement, we also include in parentheses the time spent by each algorithm until t ≥ T for the first time.
The numbers show that LARA is significantly faster than NRA not only because it
avoids expensive bookkeeping and checking during the growing phase (t < T ), but
also because it minimizes the operations and comparisons at the shrinking phase
(t ≥ T ).
Figure 19 shows the number of objects x with γxub ≥ t during the execution of
LARA for the top-k queries of Figure 18. The x-axis is the ratio of accesses until
termination. The plot shows that in all queries the candidates grow linearly with the
number of accesses during the growing phase, and there is a sharp drop during the
shrinking phase (especially for smaller values of m). The memory requirements of
LARA (and NRA algorithms in general) are high in queries of higher dimensionality
(more than 50% of the objects become candidates during the growing phase for
m = 5 and m = 6). This result is consistent with our space analysis and with
our argument that the O(|C|) per-access cost of NRA can be very large, compared
to LARA’s O(log k) and O(log k + 2m ) costs in the growing and shrinking phases,
respectively. An interesting observation from the diagram is that at least 70% of the
accesses in the shrinking phase are spent to verify whether the very few remaining
candidates can be part of the top-k result. This indicates that a mixed strategy
(i.e., computing the scores of remaining candidates by random accesses if these
drop to a very small percentage of n) could be more beneficial than a pure NRA
algorithm. If random accesses are not possible, one could resort to an approximate
technique, which returns all candidates if their number is a small multiple of k. A
detailed study of approximate top-k NRA methods with quality guarantees is out
of the scope of this paper, but remains an interesting subject for future work.
7.3

Experiments for top-k search with bounded memory

We performed an experiment to validate the effectiveness of LARA for cases where
the set of candidates does not fit in memory (see Section 5.4). We set the disk page
size to 1K bytes, such that each page can hold up to 100 objects with their partial
scores. Figure 20 summarizes the access cost and disk I/O cost (in terms of disk
page accesses) of the algorithms as a function of the memory bound B, expressed
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Evolution of top-k candidates during LARA for the queries of Figure 18

as a percentage of the required memory to store all n objects and their scores. The
result confirms our observation in Section 5.4. For small memory bounds, LARAEAGER and LARA-LAZY have high I/O cost and high access cost respectively.
When compared to LARA-EAGER and LARA-LAZY, the performance of LARAADAPT is less sensitive to the memory size and the algorithm achieves a good
balance between access cost and disk I/O cost. Note that the access cost of LARAADAPT (and LARA-EAGER) is very close to the minimum possible (i.e., the cost
of LARA for unbounded memory), even for very low values of B. Summing up,
we recommend LARA-ADAPT as the most appropriate algorithm for top-k search
with bounded memory.
7.4

Experiments for top-k joins

We compare the top-k join version of LARA (i.e., LARA-J, LARA-J∗ ) with a tree
of binary HRJN operators [Ilyas et al. 2003]. We joined three relations R, S, and
T, of the same schema: (id, score, j). j is the attribute with respect to which
all relations are joined (i.e., R.j = S.j = T.j in a join result) and the results are
ranked by sum{R.score, S.score, T.score}. The selectivity of the join is 0.2% (we
also experimented with different join selectivities and derived similar results). The
three relations are ranked by score and their tuples are retrieved incrementally.
For HRJN, we used the evaluation plan (R 1 S) 1 T (other plans have similar
performance). Figure 21 plots the number of tuples accessed by HRJN, LARAJ, and LARA-J∗ until they output the same number of results. This reflects the
output rate of the approaches (i.e., how many results they can produce after a
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specific number of accesses). Observe that LARA-J (LARA-J∗ ) produces results
much earlier than HRJN. The space used by the two methods to accommodate
intermediate results (not shown in the graph) is roughly proportional to the number
of accesses. Both methods are computationally efficient (200 results are output in
just 78 msec by LARA-J and 94 msec by the plan of HRJN operators). HRJN’s
efficiency is due to the computationally cheap threshold bound it uses; however,
more accesses are required to compute the same result as LARA-J. This experiment
not only demonstrates the applicability of LARA to top-k join queries (LARA-J
is as efficient as HRJN, at no expense of accessing more objects than necessary)
but also indicates that multiway top-k operators can be more effective (in terms of
accesses) than trees of binary join operators.
For the query in the last experiment, the optimized LARA-J∗ algorithm proposed
in Section 6.1.1, has identical performance to that of LARA-J, since the join edges
form a complete graph. In the following experiment, we compare LARA-J, LARAJ∗ , and HRJN for complex top-k join queries with graphs Γ that are not complete.
We generated four relations R, S, T, U, each ordered in descending order of their
score attribute. The score of each tuple was uniformly generated in the range [0, 1].
Each relation also has three additional attributes a,b,c, used in join conditions. The
values of these attributes were randomly generated integers in [1,100]. Finally an
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id (primary key) was generated for each tuple. The cardinality of each relation
is n = 50000. Figure 22 compares LARA-J, LARA-J∗ , and the best HRJN plan
(i.e., the one with the fewer accesses). The comparison includes computational
cost, number of accesses, and the total number of intermediate results when each
method terminates. The last figure corresponds to the maximum memory required
until the top-k join result is output. Note that we implemented and compared
incremental versions of all algorithms, which means that no partial join results are
pruned during join evaluation.
As the figure shows, LARA-J∗ has significant improvement over LARA-J, in
terms of computational cost and required memory. The difference is because of two
reasons. First, Cartesian products are not computed and materialized in LARAJ∗ , which apart from the large space savings, implies savings also in computational
time. Second, joins with Cartesian products are avoided and replaced by the dynamic production of the results of such joins, for each incoming tuple x. That
is, for each Cartesian product (e.g., A × B) to be joined with x, there is an entry in the schedule of the input Si , where x arrived from (e.g., ({A}, {B})). The
join results which contain x and tuples from the Cartesian product are produced
dynamically (e.g., by computing x ◦ (A n x) × (B n x), after A n x and B n x
have essentially been computed). Thus a lot of time is saved from the avoidance of
these joins. In addition, the performance improvement of LARA-J∗ over LARA-J
increases with the number of Cartesian products that are avoided. For instance,
the second query corresponds to the worst case for LARA-J, due to the unnecessary
management of products S×T, S×U, T×U, and S×T×U. On the other hand, the first
query has products R×T and S×U only, with not as bad effect on the performance
of LARA-J. When comparing LARA-J∗ to the HRJN plan, we observe that the
plan of binary joins is more efficient in terms of time and memory requirements.
This is expected since the intermediate results are fewer compared to LARA-J∗ ,
which materializes partial join results for more input combinations (i.e., for each
connected subgraph).10 On the other hand, LARA-J∗ incurs minimal accesses to
the joined inputs with the savings being more significant in queries with more join
edges. In summary, LARA-J∗ accesses (significantly) fewer tuples than plans of
HRJN operators, while being much faster computationally than LARA-J.
7.5

Experiments with various aggregate functions

In [Mamoulis et al. 2006] we have compared NRA with versions of LARA for topk min queries. Here, we compare LARA and NRA for the top-k queries with
complex aggregate functions that are combinations of min, max and sum. We used
six random synthetic datasets (D1 to D6 ) of n = 50000. Figure 23 shows the
relative performance of the two methods for five queries (all with k = 20) that
combine some of the datasets. As expected, applications of the min function are
slower than those of sum, which in turn take more time than those of max for
both LARA and NRA. Note that LARA performs better than NRA in terms of
computations in all cases and the results are consistent with previous experiments
with uniform data. The difference is due to the reasons we explained before for
10 Note

that the execution times of all algorithms are roughly proportional to the number of tuples
that must be managed in memory.
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Query Function
chain
SELECT R.id, S.id, T.id FROM R, S, T, U
WHERE R.a=S.a AND S.b=T.b AND T.c=U.c
ORDER BY R.score+S.score+T.score+U.score
STOP after k
star
SELECT R.id, S.id, T.id, U.id FROM R, S, T, U
WHERE R.a=S.a AND R.b=T.b AND R.c=U.c
ORDER BY R.score+S.score+T.score+U.score
STOP after k
loop
SELECT R.id, S.id, T.id, U.id FROM R, S, T, U
WHERE R.a=S.a AND S.b=T.b AND T.c=U.c
AND U.b=R.b
ORDER BY R.score+S.score+T.score+U.score
STOP after k
other
SELECT R.id, S.id, T.id, U.id FROM R, S, T, U
WHERE R.a=S.a AND S.b=T.b AND R.c=T.c
AND T.a=U.a
ORDER BY R.score+S.score+T.score+U.score
STOP after k

Fig. 22.
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Function

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

min(D1 ,max(D2 ,D3 ,D4 ))
min(sum(D1 ,D2 ),sum(D3 ,D4 ))
max(sum(D1 ,D2 ),sum(D3 ,D4 ))
sum(min(D1 ,D2 ),max(D3 ,D4 ))
sum(max(D1 ,D2 ),max(D3 ,D4 ,D5 ))
0.5 · D1 + D2 + D3
0.2 · D1 + D2 + D3
0.2 · D1 + 0.2 · D2 + D3
0.2 · D1 + D2 + D3 + D4

Fig. 23.
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0.110
0.110
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0.281

Comparison of LARA and NRA in complex aggregate (n = 50K, k = 20)

simpler queries. For easier queries (e.g., query 5) the difference not large, but it
increases with the query complexity (e.g., see query 2). In terms of accesses, the
difference is marginal due to the uniformity of the data.
Nevertheless, LARA has significant access cost saving over NRA for weighted
queries (i.e., queries 6–9). As explained in Section 5.3.2, during the shrinking phase
of LARA, most of the (unpruned) candidates have been accessed from sources with
high weights, leading to early drying up of such sources. NRA does not dry up
sources, therefore its access cost is significantly higher.
7.6

Experiments for top-k OLAP queries and browsing through top-k sets

We proceed to investigate the performance of the algorithms for top-k cube queries,
as well as roll-up and drill-down queries.
Figure 24 shows the performance of the algorithms for top-k cube queries, on
the FC dataset. Due to the drying up effect, LARA-CUBE performs 11% to 36%
fewer accesses than NRA-CUBE. In addition, LARA-CUBE is at least 3 orders
of magnitude faster than NRA-CUBE. The efficiency of LARA-CUBE renders it
practical for top-k cube queries in real applications.
Figure 25 shows the performance of the algorithms for top-k roll-up/drill-down
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Top-k roll-up/drill-down on forest coverage (γ =sum, k = 20)

queries, on the FC dataset. In Section 6.4, we propose LARA-R; incremental versions of LARA that accelerate processing of the new query by reusing the candidate
set and data sources of the old query. We compare LARA-R with running LARA
on the new query from scratch. Since LARA-R reuses data sources of the old query,
its access cost on the new query is much lower than restarting LARA. In addition,
LARA-R can be applied in problem settings where the data can be read only once.
On the other hand, the CPU time of LARA-R is not necessarily smaller than LARA
(see for example the third query of Figure 25). Recall that for LARA-R to be applicable, no candidates should be pruned during processing the old query. Keeping
a large candidate size compromises the computational efficiency of running the new
query. Nevertheless LARA-R is faster than applying LARA from scratch in most
cases. Especially for roll-up queries the cost savings are very high, because very few
additional accesses are required to derive the results. If fewer inputs are involved,
the aggregate object scores are more distinguishable from each other and fewer accesses overall are required to finalize the result (see also Figure 18). On the other
hand, in drill-down queries, the appearance of additional inputs requires accesses
more scores until the top-k set is finalized. Therefore, LARA-R is generally faster
faster at rolling-up than at drilling-down.
8.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed a new algorithm for processing top-k queries by sequentially accessing sources of ranked atomic object scores. LARA is based on some core
observations about the behavior of all “no-random-accesses” (NRA) algorithms.
The main advantage of LARA compared to previous NRA implementations is its
high efficiency at no cost of redundant object accesses. LARA employs a lattice
to facilitate efficient computation of the result and easy detection and pruning of
sources that do not contribute to the result. Experimental comparison with previous NRA implementations, show that LARA is orders of magnitude faster. In
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addition, LARA incurs fewer object accesses; the savings are marginal for synthetic
data, but can be significant for real data. We also propose and evaluate techniques
for disk-based management of candidates by LARA, at large top-k problems.
By a theoretical analysis, we show that the expected per-access computational
cost of LARA is O(log k + 2m ), where m is the number of aggregated inputs, which
is much lower than the O(|C|) cost of NRA (|C| is the number of candidates). We
also analyze the expected memory requirements for LARA for uniform data, as a
parameter of m, n, and k. Our results can be used as a tool for predicting the
allocated memory for NRA top-k search operators.
We also studied the application of LARA for queries with various aggregate
functions, including weighted combinations of simple monotone functions. A case
of top-k search that we studied in more depth are queries which rank (multiway) join
results. For this class of problems, we proposed an effective adaptation of LARA,
called LARA-J, which we demonstrated to have higher output rate compared to
evaluation trees of binary HRJN operators [Ilyas et al. 2003]. To deal with the
potentially high CPU cost and memory requirements of LARA-J, we proposed an
optimized version of it (LARA-J∗ ), which avoids the computation of Cartesian
products derived from sparse query graphs and the join of any incoming tuple with
them. Finally, we define the top-k cube query and browsing operations between
top-k cuboids. For these queries we suggest effective adaptations of LARA and
experimentally evaluate their performance. Summing up, this paper presents a
set of powerful techniques for top-k search, in the common case where only sorted
accesses to ranked inputs are allowed.
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